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AQuick-Play Guide

HELP! GAME’S IN TEN MINUTES!
My friend dragged me into this game and I promised to read the rules but I forgot!

Make a copy of the Character Sheet or print out the sheet at the back of this book.

Make a Trainer. Put in a name and a concept. Calling is the main thing your trainer wants
to be or do. Something like "Catch 'em all" or "Gym Leader in Training" fits in here.

Attribute dice start at d4. You have 4 dice upgrades to spend at the start. Dice can't go
higher than d8 in character creation, no matter what.

Make a Starter Pokémon. Find the Pokémon on Serebii or whatever and fill in its type and
species. Pick a special ability it can get and fill the note in with a description of it. You
can invoke this when things happen to make it take effect.

Pick four Moves that the Pokémon can learn by level up. Don't worry about level, it just
has to be capable of learning it at some point through level-up. Describe the Move in the
notes based on what it says on the wiki or whatever.

Moves start off at d4-1 if it doesn't match one of your Pokémon's types, d4 if it matches
one, and d6 if it matches one and your ‘Mon only has one type. Allocate two extra dice
step boosts wherever you want, not exceeding d8. Give the Pokémon 4 in Toughness.

Play the game. Pick a trainer skill. If you're in a battle and attack, nine times out of ten it's
going to be Tactics. If you can justify using something else you can use that.

Roll the trainer skill dice and the Pokémon Move dice. If either of them is higher than 4
you succeed! 10 is a critical success! (In most cases; in battle, you have to meet
Toughness.)

If you roll the max die number, roll it
again and add it to the total.

Trainer Tips!
Don’t feel bad if you were late
to the party. This schlub was,
too, and he ended up helping
to launch a franchise.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ze-xAcONrevbL3_vS36WY9dLdEy6YwSjbFUCBrbrX2A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pW7_dJyOicD6epEpR2BQzibRwVEiSgY01l-YKCktUHo/edit?usp=sharing
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1Introduction

A Tabletop Roleplaying-Game
About Pokémon
But like without needing to do taxes, hopefully.

FOREWORD
Welcome to the world of Pokeymanz!

Are you a Girl? A Boy? Neither? Do you remember the
name of my grandson?

This system is intended to be a lower-crunch,
higher narrative emphasis alternative to
many of the Pokémon RPGs currently
bouncing around the internet space. I hope
you enjoy this take, inspired mainly by the
anime and the Pokémon Special manga,
and taking many, many mechanics from
games I like.

Many aspects of this game assume that
the reader is already familiar with
Pokémon and the Pokémon world, and
has access to Bulbapedia, Serebii, or
similar resources. For the sake of brevity,
this is intentional. This is not intended to be a
gateway into Pokémon, but an RPG for people who are already
into Pokémon and want to play around in its world with loose,
narrative rules and some wiggle room.

DISCLAIMER
This is a fan-made tabletop roleplaying game intended for free use.
Nintendo and Game Freak own all rights to Pokémon and related media.
I have no intent to make money off of this game, and discourage anyone
from copying any Pokémon-related part of it for profit or resale.

The Savage Worlds system is owned by Pinnacle Entertainment Group. If
you like the basic mechanics of this system, consider supporting them.Y o u

wouldn’t
download a
Pokémon

https://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.serebii.net/
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THE GOLDEN RULES

1
In Pokémon, the good guys are people who help others, take
action to empathize with them, and form positive
relationships with people and Pokémon. The bad guys are
people who take advantage of others, harm them, and
disregard others’ feelings. Likewise, out of character, the
table should be a space that prioritizes communication,
empathy, and respect.

Be Respectful to Others

2
The rules are there to facilitate creativity, not the other way
around. If a player has a galaxy brain play that makes sense
within the context of the narrative, or wants to use Moves,
abilities, or items in novel ways, allow them to within reason.
It’s only wrong if it’s taking away from the fun.

Drama Trumps Mechanics

Pokeymanz has a few core principles that should be abided by in play, and will make things a
more enjoyable experience for everyone. These Golden Rules are as follows:

3
Or anime or manga logic, as the case may be. If
there’s an area where the rules are unclear or
ambiguous, as is intentional in some places, look
to the established Pokémon media for inspiration

on what calls to make.

Game Logic Covers the Gaps

4
If you don’t like the rules, rewrite them! This RPG was written
because the existing Pokémon TTRPGs on the internet space
didn’t do it for me. If your group doesn’t like how something
is, houserule it without fear. Except Golden Rule One, for
obvious reasons.

Screw the Rules

Trainer Tips!
If you don’t really care about
the morality of the Pokémon
world, rule one can handily be
shortened to “Don’t be a dick”.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Attribute
One of a trainer’s basic
abilities, measured in dice
steps.

Battle Action
The main action a trainer
and their Pokémon take on
their turn, usually to use a
Move.

Beam Struggle
An escalation that occurs
when two Moves are pitted
against each other during
battle.

Called Action
An action that is called at the
Top of the Round and
triggers when a certain
condition, decided when
called, is met.

Calling
A trainer’s overarching goal,
which they work towards
over the course of their
Journey.

Critical Hit
The outcome of a roll that is
so successful that it has some
additional impact on the
scene. Occurs when the Hit
threshold is beaten by 4+.

Dice Steps
The progression of sided
dice, from d4 all the way up
to d12.

Edge
An extra knack that a trainer
can have that grants a
special bonus.

Encounter
A challenge that the PCs
must overcome in one way
or another in order to
continue their journey.

Episode
One complete short story
arc. May take place in one
session or be stretched out
over a couple, but generally
has a central big problem
that needs to be overcome.

Escalation
An opposed roll with high
stakes.

GM
Game Master. Constructs
and runs the overarching
narrative, plays NPCs, and
controls everything the
Player Characters react to.

Hindrance
Something about a trainer,
major or minor, that causes
them frequent
inconvenience or puts them
in the line of fire.

Hit
The successful outcome of a
roll where the attempted
action succeeds.

Journey
A connected set of Episodes
or one long story arc where a
fairly stable cast of

“WHO’S THAT POKÉMON?” “IT’S PIKACHU!” “It’s
Clefairy!” “NOOOOOOOOOOOAAAARHGHGGH”
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS, CONTINUED
characters undergoes a set of
challenges and grows as
trainers.

Mastery
A spendable token that
represents a major step in a
Pokémon’s training, like
evolution, or a major
bonding moment.

Move
One of a Pokémon’s usable,
active abilities.

Movement Action
A narrative repositioning
action taken each turn.

NPC
Non-Player Character. Any

character in the story not
under the control of a player.

Party
The collective group
consisting of the PCs.

Party (of Pokémon)
The Pokémon that one
trainer keeps on their person,
up to six.

PC
Abbreviation of Player
Character; the characters
under control of the Players.

Player
A player of the game, who
roleplays as a Player
Character trainer and their
Pokémon.

Pokémon EXP
Points, used to buy up a
Pokémon’s abilities.

Safety Tools
Agreed-upon techniques to
keep people at the table from
feeling uncomfortable in a
way they didn’t sign up for.

Scene
A basic block of time where
connected events happen
“onscreen”. All encounters
are scenes, but not all scenes
are encounters.

Session
One sit-down gathering of
the players and GM to play
the game.

WEIGHTY DECISIONS
ENCYCLOPEDIA POKéMONICA

Of all of the largest Pokémon, the winner by
sheer mass is Mudsdale, who weighs a
whopping two tons - more than two Steelix,
who are literally giant snakes made of steel.
Pokémon Professors around the world
continue to weigh in on how this could be
physically possible.

#750 MUDSDALE
2028.2lbs

881.8lbs x2
#208 STEELIX
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS, CONTINUED
Session Zero
A discussion that occurs
previous to a game of any
length where characters are
made or conceived,
boundaries are discussed,
and expectations for the
game’s tone and content are
communicated.

Special Ability
An individual Pokémon’s
unique passive ability,
determined by species.

Starter
A trainer’s first Pokémon.

Stat
A slang term for any
mechanical aspect of a
trainer or Pokémon, ie. their
Attributes or Moves and the
associated dice values. Also
sometimes used as a verb.

Status Effect
A narrative effect that is
acting upon a Pokémon,
usually but not exclusively in
battle.

Toughness
A number that represents a
Pokémon or trainer’s

defense. It has to be met to
Wound them.

Trainer Advancement
A trainer’s statistical growth
over time.

Wounds
A tracker of how much
damage a Pokémon or
trainer can take before they
faint or white out.

“KIND OF FEEL LIKE EVERYONE BESIDES ONIX HERE IS KIND OF SUPERFLUOUS GUYS”
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The default rules for Pokeymanz assume that there are
players who are playing Player Character (PC) trainers,
as well as a Game Master (GM) who is running the
story, playing Non Playable Characters (NPCs), and

making calls like
a referee. These
rules can also
be used for
giving some structure
to looser roleplay, but it’s always a good idea to have a neutral
referee for Pokémon battles.

Pokeymanz supports one to four (1-4) players to one GM, with
three being the ideal number of players before things become
cumbersome.

Here’s everything you need to get started.

The Bare-Bones
Basics

DICE STEPS

FORMAT

Dice in Pokeymanz are recorded by Dice Steps, going from
dice with less sides to dice with more sides.

The steps are, in summary:

They are notated as “d” for “die” and then the number of sides
on the die in question. A standard six-sided die, then, is called
a “d6”. If you would then add or subtract from the value after
rolling, it is notated as “dX+Y” or “dX-Y”.

d4 d6 d10d8 d12

This isn’t even
my final form

THE BASICS
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Trainer Tips!
To succeed, I recommend
simply rolling high numbers,
and not rolling low numbers.

Using Dice,
Rolling Nice

Roll a die. If the result is 4 or above, it's a Hit, and the action
succeeds. If the result is 10 or above, it's a Critical Hit, and the
action succeeds and has a bombastic narrative effect.

If a die rolls
its maximum value,

it explodes, rolling again
and adding the new rolled

value to the die’s total rolled
value. A die can explode multiple

times.

Explosions are determined by the face value of the die and
resolved before any modifiers, meaning that unless a trainer or
Pokémon has a status or other effect specifically forbidding
explosions, any die can explode.

BASIC ROLLS

TRAINER AND POKéMON DICE
People and Pokémon working together are the cornerstone of
success! In any situation where a Pokémon and trainer are
working together, such as using a Move in battle, they combine
their relevant dice and take the highest result. (Sometimes a
Pokémon won’t have a relevant Move to add; that’s okay. Just
having them there as moral support gives their trainer a d6!)

Generally speaking, unless stated otherwise, if there is a “+X”
or “-X” on a die, it applies to all dice involved in a given roll.

Sometimes gambling can be fun! This message
brought to you by the Celadon Tourism board.
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Contested rolls work the same way as regular rolls, but instead
of needing to roll 4, two or more opposed characters roll
against one another and the highest value is the winner.

If the winner of a contested roll wins by 6 or more, or against a
static number like Toughness by 6 or more, it is considered a
Critical Hit.

If the rolled values tie, the opposing forces enter an Escalation
- all parties are given the chance to back down and take a
reduced loss (or, if both back down, no ground is gained by
either). If all parties Escalate, however, the situation becomes
more dramatic, the winner succeeds, AND the victory is
treated as a Critical Hit.

As long as the winner of a contested roll did not win by 6 or
more, one of the participants can spend a Mastery to force an
Escalation (their opponent can still choose to back down as
normal). If this results in a chain of Escalations, treat the results
as appropriately explosive.

CONTESTED ROLLS

This guy asks you if you
want to Escalate wyd

If the dice roll all ones, or Ekans Eyes, the roll is a Critical Miss.
The action fails, while also adding a complication to the
situation. This could be a new hazard, the temporary inability
to use a Move, or simply a narrative twist. GMs are encouraged
to use Critical Misses to make things more interesting and not
simply punish players for bad luck.

mfw I look for an Ekans picture to put in this section and
I discover that you should never image search Ekans

EKANS EYES



ROLL MODIFIERS

A player can forgo their action in order to grant someone
else’s roll a bonus - they must declare how they’re helping,
and roll one die, either a trainer or Pokémon die as relevant.
The die is then added to the main actor’s roll as though it was
an extra trainer die.

Aiding Another

a roll or not should depend on if the
action moves the plot forward or
helps the narrative in some flavourful
way (for instance, it may be
appropriate in a lighthearted game to
roll for something entirely for comic
relief).

If a particular task is difficult, a
check may be given a -1. Checks at a
fiendish disadvantage may take -2 or
even more. The same applies in
reverse for easier checks, but a truly
trivial task should not require a roll.
In general, whether the GM calls for

Circumstantial Penalties and Bonuses

10The Basics
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It’s time to let your creativity shine, and make whatever comes to mind.
Whether you’re making your self-insert from when you were eleven who
kissed Ash a bunch or you want to be the very best, or more likely both,
this is your one-stop-shop to making characters in Pokeymanz.

CHARACTER CREATION

The digital character sheet can be found here
- make a copy of it, or print one from the back
of this book. You can always check the
Character Creation Quick Reference if you
need a summary or refresher. There’s a quick
play guide, too, in case your friend dragged
you into this and you forgot to read the
rulebook until now.

Getting Started

Karen summing up the design ethos of this game

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ze-xAcONrevbL3_vS36WY9dLdEy6YwSjbFUCBrbrX2A/edit?usp=sharing
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CREATING A TRAINER

CALLING

Pokémon Training
For Slowpokes

Late to its own page.
Unbelievable.

Trainers are (generally) human beings in the
Pokémon world that have, for one reason or
another, taken one or more Pokémon as
partners and work alongside them towards
a common goal.

Good trainers respect and love their
Pokémon, treating them as partners.
Bad trainers treat their Pokémon
poorly and use them more like
tools than living creatures.
Depending on the tone of the
game, player character
trainers will generally
skew towards the former,
but it is important to note

that many a character arc has involved a bad
trainer learning the error of their ways and
becoming someone that respects their
Pokémon as equals.

And if you want to play the game wrong,
you can just have everyone treat their

Pokémon horribly with no remorse.
You are free to do that if you
would like to be mean and
awful.

To begin, make up a concept for a
trainer and give them a name!
The sky’s the limit!

Calling is an important aspect
of your trainer. It’s their
overarching goal and motivation,
and they will be awarded Trainer
Advancement as they progress
towards this goal. A Calling must be
something that your character is
actively working towards, something
that drives them to interact with the
game and the plot.

A trainer’s calling may shift during the
course of the game, and that’s okay.
For example, a character who

started out wanting to be a Pokémon
Master could decide, after story
events, that they would rather work
towards being Pokémon Professor,
and their Calling and the kinds of
events that would advance their
abilities would shift accordingly.

Examples: League Champion,
Pokémon Researcher, Catch
‘em All, Defeat Team Villain,
Master Coordinator, Find the

Legendary Pokémon

TRAINER CREATION
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EDGES & HINDRANCES
This step is optional.

Edges are specialized knacks that make a
trainer really stand apart from their peers in
some way. Edges typically grant boons to a
certain playstyle or open up new options and
approaches.

Hindrances are aspects of a trainer that cause
minor or major inconvenience or trouble for
them during their journey.

While most trainers don’t achieve Edges until
they are more experienced, to encourage

trainers to take Hindrances, doing so at
character creation can give them a leg up.

You may take up to one Major Hindrance and
two Minor Hindrances from the Hindrances
Section at character creation. For each Major
Hindrance, you may either:

A) Raise one of your Attributes by one die
step (You may only select this option once), or

B) Take an Edge.

Two Minor Hindrances equals one Major
Hindrance for the purposes of this process.

TRAINER ATTRIBUTES

Know Pokémon
facts, use your general

smarts, and use gadgets.

Research

Use physical skill,
stamina, and possibly

martial prowess.

Fitness

Direct Pokémon
effectively. Think on your
feet and react.

Tactics

Bond with others,
make friends, read

others, and empathize.

Heart

Each attribute represents a different set of abilities
and approaches to any given situation.

Trainers have four Attributes - Heart, Fitness,
Research, and Tactics.

When creating a trainer, all of these attributes
start at a d4. A trainer gets four die step
upgrades to spend during character creation.
Attributes may not exceed d8 at creation.

Trainers roll the appropriate attribute to their
approach to a situation alongside their
Pokémon. Example: A battling trainer might
use tactics to direct a Pokémon's use of a
Move to affect the terrain, or a differently-
minded trainer might use Research to figure
out a Pokémon's weak spot for a vital strike.

Toughness
Trainers are rather frail compared to Pokémon. Only the most swole individuals can take a
head-on attack from a Pokémon and come out unscathed. A trainer’s Toughness value is
their Fitness die type halved. So, for example, a trainer with d6 Fitness will have 3
Toughness.
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Maximum Edge
Make your trainer stand out from the
pack. Become the Edge Lord.

Edges are optional perks that a trainer can gain upon
Trainer Advancement or during character creation. They
can give a trainer a more rounded and unique set of
abilities and allow them to stand out from their peers.

Edges are sorted into a few categories.
Battle Edges, which give specific bonuses
in Pokémon battles and combat-related
encounters. Utility Edges, which relate to
using items and skills. And, lastly, Social
Edges, which give trainers a leg up in
knowing and relating to people and
Pokémon. Edges can’t be taken more than
once, unless they say so in the text.

Some Edges, like Capture Specialist, could
be very useful in a longer journey-style
game, but much less useful in a short-form
game or oneshot. These Edges will be
marked with an hourglass symbol to give a
heads-up to players.

EDGES OVERVIEW

Sanctity of Edges
You can’t lose Advancements!

Edges may have a requirement listed in the text.
If you fail to meet that requirement, you may
lose access to that Edge temporarily. If this
lack of ability to meet the requirement becomes
permanent, you lose the Edge and must choose
another to replace it or take a die step upgrade
to one of your trainer attributes instead.

Trainer Tips!
If you want to give your
trainer a “trainer class”, this is
the place. Go nuts.

EDGES
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BATTLE EDGES

Capture
Specialist

The trainer is a Pokémon capturing pro, or
has trained under one, and is well acquainted
with the tricks of the trade. They gain a grab-
bag of bonuses to this end:

Capture Specialists throw Pokéballs out with
dizzying speed and accuracy; they can
capture up to two Pokémon in an encounter.

Because of their trained reflexes, a Capture
Specialist will always get “first dibs” on
capturing a Pokémon in an encounter - on an
out of character level, they’ll always be asked
first if they’d like to capture a Pokémon once
a wild encounter is finished. On an in
character level, they automatically win any
opposed rolls to decide who captures a
Pokémon, except against another Capture
Specialist.

Lastly, a Capture Specialist gains +2 on any
Research roll to determine where to find a
specific species of Pokémon or to find out
what species of Pokémon are endemic to an
area.

Double Battler
The trainer is experienced and skilled at
coordinating multiple Pokémon at once; if
two allied Pokémon are out and at least one
of them is under the direction of a trainer with
this Edge, they can add effects from the one of
the Pokémon’s other Moves to the other’s
battle action or attack as long as the player
can justify the combination. Using Double
Battler in this way requires the use of a
Mastery from the leading Pokémon.

A combination Move can achieve effects that
neither Move could alone, creating some
awesome and devastating combinations (ie.
Surf and Thunderwave creating an area of
effect paralysis). Be creative!

In addition, when directing more Pokémon
than their opponents, trainers with this Edge
only take a -1 penalty per extra Pokémon
directed.

Looks like a
friendly game

of tag!
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TYPE: GHOST
#222 CORSOLA

Galarian Corsola adapted to this
ghostly form after a sudden
wave of climate change a long
time ago wiped out its native
coral reefs. It drains life force
through its branches. Don’t kick
stray stones in Galar - they
might curse you!

TYPE: GHOST
#864 CURSOLA

Galarian Corsola ‘s
otherworldly energy becomes
so overwhelming when it
evolves that it breaks out of
its shell. You’ll become stiff as
a stone if you touch its
ectoplasm.

The forbidden softball

I Choose You
The trainer has a close personal bond with
one of their Pokémon, who has exceptional
strength compared to other Pokémon.

This Pokémon has two more Move slots than
a regular Pokémon, which are filled during
creation or after taking this Edge as per regular
Pokémon creation. It also faints after taking
four Wounds instead of three, and they can
buy up to three Masteries instead of two.

Requirement: Trainers with the Partnerless
Hindrance cannot take this Edge. This Edge
may only be taken once.

The trainer must also never take the Pokémon
affected by this Edge out of their party. Most
Pokémon are okay with being boxed for a
while - the Professors’ Association takes good
care of stored Pokémon - but recipients of this
Edge will feel betrayed or abandoned if this
happens to them. They will act out as per the
EXP Debt rules for a full story arc after they
return if they are switched out, or more.

Continued neglect will cause the Pokémon to
lose the benefits of this Edge.

BATTLE EDGES, CONTINUED

Regional Variants
Some Pokémon take wildly different forms in different
regions as they evolve in divergent directions. They may
even be entirely different types!
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Pokémon
Rider

The trainer has trained as equals with their
Pokémon and are willing to fling themselves
into danger right alongside them. Whether
this means physically mounting them or
simply placing themselves into the melee, the
trainer works closely in tandem with their
partner, going beyond simply directing their
actions and pitting their combined forces
against their opponent.

The trainer may invoke this Edge to get in
close or declare that they are withdrawing to a
safe distance at the beginning of their affected
Pokémon’s turn, and while they are fighting
alongside their Pokémon, they receive a +2
bonus to their rolls.

Of course, walking into a Pokémon battle is
incredibly risky; if a Pokémon takes a Wound
while their trainer is so directly involved, the
trainer also takes a Wound automatically.

Trainers can still ride on Pokémon or
physically step into the battle zone without
this Edge, without receiving the benefit and
downside; this specifically refers to the bond
of a trainer and Pokémon that have trained to
be in sync while doing so.

Possible manifestations of this Edge include
but are not limited to actual riding,
synchronized fighting, cool transformations
and fusions, or deep psychic connections.

BATTLE EDGES, CONTINUED

Martial Artist
The trainer is trained in martial arts, either in
the use of traditional hand-to-hand,
weaponry, or in more esoteric or ki-based
arts. They gain +2 to their Toughness.

In addition, they have trained their bodies to
become attuned to a certain Type and style of
combat. They may choose Dark, Fighting,
Normal, Rock, or Steel-Type; instead of being
typeless, they now count as the chosen type
for weaknesses and resistances, and their
Fitness-based attacks now count as a Move of
that type with no additional effects.

Trainers with Supernatural Power can instead
choose an appropriate Type to their Power
and they may roll their Power Attribute as a
Move in the same way. If Supernatural Power
is acquired after this Edge, the trainer has the
option to switch the typing this Edge grants
when it is taken. This Edge can be taken up to
twice, for effective dual-typing. Some Powers
may justify more than one type. The
Toughness bonus applies only once.

Martial Artists with the Move Tutor Edge may
personally make use of some of their Recalled
Moves. These Recalled Moves must match
one of the trainer's types. Also, they must
mark a maximum of four of their Recalled
Moves to be available for use; these are the
techniques they regularly train with. To
change which Moves they can use, they must
spend a block of downtime to retrain.
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BATTLE EDGES, CONTINUED

Trump Card
The trainer has a Mega Stone, Z-Crystal, the
ability to dynamax, or other original “Super-
Move” up their sleeve, and can sync up with
their Pokémon briefly to perform incredible
feats.

Once per episode, the trainer can spend a
point of Mastery with one of their Pokémon to
unleash a Move with unrivalled power. For
this one roll, both dice are d12s. It is
automatically considered a Hit, and has an
additional narrative effect appropriate to the
flavour of the Trump Card. It can still roll a
Critical Hit for another effect on top of that.

This Edge may be taken more than once to
reflect different types of Trump Cards, but
may still only be used once per episode.

Requirement: The appropriate requirements
must be met for the Trump Card’s specific
nature, determined when the Edge is taken.
For instance, Pokémon can only Dynamax or
use Z-Moves if there’s an appropriate source
of power nearby, and the trainer can only
Mega Evolve a Pokémon that is in its final
evolutionary form.

Sharp
Commentator

The trainer often explains what is going on in
their friend’s battles for the audience at
home, cheering them on. When using the
Sideline Commentary rules, this trainer gets
an extra commentary token to use during the
encounter.

In addition, during group battles they are
participating in, a Sharp Commentator can
gain one Commentary Token as though they
were a regular character on the sidelines;
however, unlike a regular commentator, they
cannot spend tokens freely. They must give up
their Movement Action that turn to do so.
They also cannot spend it on themselves; it
must be spent to help an ally. Battling
commentators don’t regain tokens when an
ally’s Pokémon becomes incapacitated.

This Edge may be taken multiple times, each
time after the first granting one more
commentary token.
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Always
Prepared

Whether because of wealth, ingenuity, or
simple experience with packing, this trainer
always seems to have the right item on hand
to make the situation easier. If the party needs
an escape rope, they have five. If the party
needs a refreshing drink, it turns out that they
hit up the vending machine in the last town.
Did it start raining? Looks like they’ll have to
turn their frying pan… into a drying pan!

If the player can think of a way that an item
common to the Pokémon world would help in
a given situation, once per encounter, this
trainer can give a non-battle roll a +2.
Generally speaking, the trainer can also easily
procure functional lodgings, and gains a +2
bonus to hunt down uncommon items in any
circumstance where they are available to find.

UTILITY EDGES

Move Tutor
Pokémon Move specialists, a Move Tutor has
a sharp eye for the various techniques that
Pokémon can learn, and the ability to train
Pokémon to learn techniques that they may
never have reached on their own.

Once a session, a Move Tutor can observe a
Move as a Pokémon - any Pokémon, friend or
foe - uses it, and “Recall” its effects. Once
Recalled, the trainer can teach it to another
Pokémon as per the Learning New Moves
rules, provided they have time to train with it.
The Move Tutor can only accurately Recall as
many Moves at a time as their Research
attribute die divided by two.

What differentiates a Move Tutor from a TM is
that a Move Tutor is flexible. A Pokémon
needs to be capable of learning a Move in one
way or another in order to be tutored - you
can’t teach a Squirtle Flamethrower no matter
how hard you try. However, a Move Tutor
might be able to Recall Flamethrower and
work with the Pokémon’s natural abilities to
produce a similar effect. In the above case,
the Move Tutor might be able to teach the
Squirtle Scald, instead.

Trainer Tips!
In sillier games, the reasonable limits of
some Edges are... flexible.

Is the Move Gun Normal- or
Steel-type asking for a

friend
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Pokémon
Coordinator

The Trainer is seriously devoted to Pokémon
Contests, and knows the importance of the
all-important appeal round. Their Pokémon
have been groomed, fed Poffins, Pokéblocks,
and generally dressed up to the nines.

During Pokémon Contests, the trainer
automatically scores a Hit during the Appeal
Round due to their advanced prep skills. They
can still roll to see if they score a Critical Hit.

Coordinators also know the value of morale.
They can, once per session per teammate, use
a Movement Action to restore a spent Mastery
to one of a teammates’ Pokemon by making
an inspiring spectacle. This must be
roleplayed, and can even be used outside of
Contests.

UTILITY EDGES, CONTINUED

Pokémon
Researcher

The trainer has an academic level of
background knowledge, able to remember
facts about subjects they’ve studied in the
past with amazing breadth and depth. Once
per session, the trainer can choose a subject: a
Pokémon, a person, a place, a legend, or an
object.

If the subject is canon to Pokémon material,
allow the player to pull up its wiki page. They
may know anything about the subject from
said page that would be common or
published knowledge in the game’s setting.
An example of something that would NOT be
common knowledge is Mewtwo’s location in
Cerulean Cave during the events of Pokémon
Blue - but the trainer may be aware of rumors
that Team Rocket facilitated the cloning of a
legendary Pokémon.

If the subject is original to the game, treat it as
though the trainer had rolled a Critical Hit on
a Research or other relevant attribute roll and
give them any information that would
likewise be common or published knowledge.

If the player has a relevant Professional skill,
they may be privy to more or different
information than a layman.

Get u a man who
can do both

Wonder where we
can find one!
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UTILITY EDGES, CONTINUED

ULTRA BEASTS
ENCYCLOPEDIA POKéMONICA

Ultra Beasts are terrifyingly powerful alien
Pokémon-like entities from another dimension.
They first appeared over the skies of the Alola
region. There’s a whole taskforce devoted to
investigating them and figuring out how to
counter them - one which tragically claimed
the lives of several people and established the
Ultra Beasts as a serious threat. That is, until
the retcon in USUM. They’re cool now, guys!

Professional
The trainer gains a fifth special attribute
relating to a job or skill that is independent of
being a Pokémon trainer; this attribute allows
the trainer to roll for more specialized actions
outside of the scope of most trainers. It begins
at a d4, and the trainer gets an extra die step
to spend on their attributes when they take
this Edge. They may also reshuffle their
existing attributes when this Edge is taken.

Some examples are: Sailor (Skilled in the
operation of seafaring vessels and navigation),
Doctor (Skilled at healing people and/or
Pokémon), Inventor (Can put together crazy
inventions on the fly), etcetera.

Requirement: Professional cannot be taken
together with the Supernatural Power Edge.

Supernatural
Power

The trainer gains a fifth special attribute
relating to the special powers that humans
can gain by training with certain types of
Pokémon, starting at a d4. The trainer gets an
extra die step to spend on their attributes
when they take this Edge. They may also
reshuffle their existing attributes when this
Edge is taken.

The power so gained can be many things, but
some canon examples would be Medium (the
ability to commune with the dead and Ghost-
type Pokémon), ESP (Psychic powers similar
to those that Psychic-types use), and Aura
(The ability to sense and manipulate the auras
of living beings like the Pokémon Lucario).

Requirement: Supernatural Power cannot be
taken together with the Professional Edge.
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Type
Specialist

The trainer specializes in working with a
particular type of Pokémon. Choose a type.
When a Pokémon under their direction uses a
Move of that type, the trainer die, no matter
what it is, gains a temporary bonus step. A
d12 becomes a d12+1. If the trainer has the
Wrong Demographic Hindrance, an absent
stat becomes a d4.

This Edge may be taken up to twice, but each
version of the Edge must represent a different
type specialty.

Requirement: In order to retain this Edge, at
least half of the trainer's active roster, rounded
up, must be Pokémon of the chosen type.
Common sense exceptions may be granted by
the GM for edge cases; i.e. Pokémon who will
later become that type when they evolve,
temporary forms, Mega Evolution...

UTILITY EDGES, CONTINUED

Weaknesses
Never stop playing your favourites! Pokeymanz is
designed to avoid Tier Lists as much as possible.
However, sometimes your favourites just have a
bad type matchup or a hard counter. So, at times
like these, never forget the wisdom of Ash
Ketchum:

Aim for the horn!
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Connected
The trainer has a specific knowledgeable
contact or simply manages to hear the tea
from everyone they meet. As long as they
have contact with some form of civilization,
the player can ask the GM one of the
following questions as many times per session
as their Heart die divided by two, up to four.

• What does my contact know about the
situation that I don't?

• What is the relationship between two
characters in this scene?

• Who here is in a position to meaningfully
help me?

• What kind of knowledge would be
immediately useful to have in this
situation?

The GM must answer truthfully, or if the
contact(s) would not know because it is a truly
well-kept secret, let the player pick another
question.

Fan Club
For one reason or another, the trainer has a
small but dedicated group of admirers that
follows them around and cheers them on.
The admirers could take any number of forms;
supportive but overbearing relatives,
schoolmates, fans of the trainer’s career, or
simply a squad of battle-loving cheerleaders.
Decide the nature of the Fan Club when you
take this Edge.

Provided it’s reasonable for them to be there,
the Fan Club acts an audience for the trainer’s
escapades. While their Fan Club is cheering
them on, the trainer gets to ask the GM to use
a commentary token in their favour as per the
Sideline Commentary rules once per
encounter. They may request a specific effect,
but it is ultimately up to the GM what benefit
is granted. In addition, the Fan Club may be
amenable to doing the party small favours
without expecting anything in return, like
running to get a Nurse Joy, or giving them a
lift in a convertible.

Requirement: If the trainer treats their fans in
a way they don’t care for, repeatedly puts
them in danger, or fail to live up to the hype,
fans may lose their motivation to follow them
and leave. A little sibling may get tired of
being called an annoyance, for example, or
someone who looks to the trainer as a hero or
role model might be disappointed if they act
with poor sportsmanship.Rival writing peaked here and never

recovered

SOCIAL EDGES
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Organizational
Ties

The trainer is in the employ of, affiliated
with, or possibly leads, a major institution
within their region. They have a working
relationship with the leadership of said
organization, and connections and trust with
other members. If the organization is a public
service institution, people may look to them
for leadership in times of crisis, and most
members of the public will generally trust
them. However, if the organization is
particularly infamous, they may receive
distrust if their affiliation becomes known.

A character with this Edge can always find the
nearest branch of their organization and
within reason, once per game session, can
call on them for aid with no strings attached.

This Edge can be taken multiple times, each
representing another organization. The
requirements will still apply for each of them!

Requirement: The character is required to act
in accordance with their position. If the
trainer acts in a way that violates the rules,
such as a Gym Leader directly attacking an
opposing trainer, they may face reprimand or
repercussions from their superiors. In the case
of public-facing organizations like the League,
they may also face the brunt of negative
public opinion. Word of a particularly bad
violation getting back to those in charge may
result in suspension or expulsion from the
trainer’s organization.

Legend
Seeker

The trainer, for one reason or another, is a
magnet for mysterious Pokémon phenomena.
Legendary Pokémon and strange oddities
often cross paths with them, and while they
have no more control over them than a
regular trainer, they are likely to be regarded
as a curiosity or plaything by the mythical
Pokémon they encounter. In extraordinary
circumstances, a Legendary Pokémon may
even choose to tag along with them or follow
them on their journey to observe!

The reasons for this attention could vary
widely. The trainer could be marked by fate,
have befriended a Legendary as a small child
unknowingly, have a natural affinity to a
certain Legendary Pokémon’s powers, be the
descendant of a notable figure… the list goes
on.

Once per episode, the trainer’s player may
ask for the Legendary most appropriate to the
story to become involved in the current
encounter. The GM has final say on whether
this is possible or appropriate, but “yes, and”
should be the guiding principle here. The
presence of any Legendary Pokémon is bound
to be bombastic and complicate any given
situation, even if they are helpful.

This Edge is not suitable for all journeys and
should be discussed with and be approved by
the GM beforehand.

SOCIAL EDGES, CONTINUED
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SOCIAL EDGES, CONTINUED

Pokémon
Ranger

The trainer has a natural way with wild
Pokémon. Once per encounter, they may
temporarily persuade Pokémon to come
along and assist them. These Pokémon will
conveniently be around and separate from
any hostile Pokémon the party may already be
facing. The GM decides what Pokémon are
nearby when the Edge is invoked (See the GM
tools section for generators).

These Pokémon are not lowered to Starter
level as though captured, use their stats as
encountered, and are controlled by the GM as
helpful NPCs. Trainers are still limited to six
Pokémon with them at a time, including
temporary Pokémon.

Pokémon following a trainer with this Edge
roll with the Ranger’s Heart attribute, and
leave by the end of the episode unless
Befriended.

Who You Gonna Call?
Gym Leaders aren’t the only ones called upon in
times of peril.

Pokémon Rangers, the organization, are a
group of trainers that travel into danger with
their partner Pokémon in order to manage
natural disasters and keep the balance
between human settlements and the many
varied natural habitats that Pokémon call
home.

In recent years, they’ve developed Capture
Stylers, a device that resembles a top and is
able to quickly convey a Ranger’s feelings to a
wild Pokémon. In this way, they can call on the
Pokémon in an area for help when an
emergency exceeds the abilities of the Rangers
themselves.
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HINDRANCES OVERVIEW

Feeling Hindered
The closest you can get to a low% run in
Pokeymanz.

Everyone has weaknesses,
and not just Grass-types. If
Edges are an advantage that a
trainer has that sets them out
from the pack, Hindrances
are the things that make life
harder for them; foibles,
flaws, and factors outside of
their control that shape their
circumstances.

There are two types of
Hindrances: Minor and
Major. At character creation,
a trainer may take two Minor
Hindrances or one Major
Hindrance to gain an extra
Edge or one more die step for
their base stats.

Minor Hindrances cause
inconvenience to the
character, mostly. They hold
them back, but are usually
situational or the
consequences are not severe.
Major Hindrances, on the
other hand, are major
hurdles that will impact a
trainer often. It is
discouraged for players to
take Hindrances and plan
around them to gain the most
possible bang for their buck;

Hindrances are there to
make trainers more
interesting as characters and
give them struggles to play
off of. The GM should use
them as plot hooks whenever
possible, too.

Aim to lose as
spectacularly as
these three. Not
in this game, just

in general.

Flawed characters rule. There’s a reason we remember these guys!

HINDRANCES
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Some Hindrances deal with subject matter
that can be divisive or might tread on
sensitivities - Lillie’s situation in Pokémon Sun
& Moon, for instance, would be represented
by the Wanted Hindrance, and might hit too
close to home with some groups. It’s good to
double check with the group during
character creation (Or Session Zero, if your
group has one) to make sure that any given
concept is appropriate for the group and tone
of the game. Remember Golden Rule One!

AN IMPORTANT NOTE

OVERCOMING HINDRANCES

“Actually, Ash, they follow me around because I put
accurate content warnings on my sessions.”

Some, not all, Hindrances can be grown out
of, mitigated, or overcome over the course of
a journey. If the GM and players feel that it is
appropriate, a trainer can use one trainer
advancement to “buy off” a Minor Hindrance,
or reduce a Major Hindrance to its Minor
variation. A Major Hindrance can be bought
off similarly, but it takes two advancements,
so a player would have to save an unused
trainer advancement for the purchase.

It is advised that careful consideration is
given to this process; many Hindrances
represent character arcs’ worth of growth or
action to overcome, such as plot-related
Hindrances (like Wanted) or deeply-held
beliefs (like Partnerless).

Disability, in particular, is one that requires
thought - many disabled people in the real
world struggle with or resent the question of
whether they would want or accept a “cure”,
and what people assume that means versus
what they actually want. Many also struggle
with the prominence of “inspiration porn”,

glorifying disabled characters
pushing themselves beyond
their limits to succeed, or the
attached assumption that
people are only worth
what they can produce
or contribute. Don’t
hesitate to tackle the
topic, but try to be
respectful and thoughtful.
Assistive technology is
widely accepted, though; a
good example of Disability
(Major) turning into
Disability (Minor) is a fully
blind character gaining aura
sight and using it to
compensate for their lack
of mundane sight.



Trainer Tips!
Remember, no one is
perfect...

Except them.
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GAINING HINDRANCES
Characters may end up gaining Hindrances, too; a player can
choose to change around their Hindrances if circumstances
permit, as long as the “score” remains even. For instance, if the
law catches up to a Wanted character who was on the run as a
criminal, they may choose to change Wanted to Bad Rep
(Major) as word of their deeds comes out into the open after
they cut a deal to help the police hunt down their ex-comrades
in the evil Team. Or, they could take Bad Rep (Minor) and
another Minor Hindrance to replace it.

Optionally, a player may choose to take a new Hindrance
because of events that happen during the journey. This is
allowed, but Hindrances taken past character creation in such
a way don’t confer any benefit. Hindrances aren’t an equation
of put in flaw get out power - they’re there to incentivize more
well-rounded characters at creation.
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Always Broke
Minor Hindrance:

Not everyone is good at holding onto their
Pokédollars. The character is just bad at
managing money in one way or another -
either they tend to spend it as soon as they get
it, they’re sending a big chunk of change back
home to their family, they’re paying off some
kind of debt, or more commonly, they’re a
preteen or teen out on their own for the first
time and money disappears in a radius around
them.

The character is able to cover the essentials
like food and lodging along their journey, but
in any circumstance where they need a few
extra coins, they find their wallet empty,
having spent their cash somehow offscreen.
Friends may find themselves just short to
cover them, even those who are Always
Prepared.

MINOR HINDRANCES

Bad Rep
Minor Hindrance:

The character has a bad reputation with a
specific group that causes them trouble.
Whether they’re known as a ne’er-do-well or
otherwise, their renown tends to chase them
in a bad way. The character takes -2 to social
rolls with this group that involve trust or
cooperation, and may be excluded from
certain social situations with the group unless
friends intervene to vouch for them.

Code of Conduct
Minor Hindrance:

The character has a rule that they will adhere
to even in inconvenient or dangerous
situations. This could be a personal code,
such as a character who refuses to tell a lie
because of a bad experience, or a social code
imprinted upon them by their upbringing, like
a Dragon Tamers’ vows to their elders. Most
people have a personal sense of right and
wrong, but this trainer’s devotion to their code
causes them frequent issues as they rub up
against more practically-minded teammates
or get themselves mixed up in trouble out of
principle.

A Minor Code of Conduct is one rule the
character must abide by, chosen when they
take this Hindrance. Breaking this rule causes
the trainer emotional distress; a trainer with a
Minor Code of Conduct who willingly violates
their code loses the ability to tap into Mastery
for the rest of the episode as their inner
turmoil interrupts their ability to focus on
working with their Pokémon.
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MINOR HINDRANCES, CONTINUED

Disability
Minor Hindrance:

The character is significantly disabled in
some way, but has tools to cope.

In comparison to our world, the world of
Pokemon shows kindness to those who are
different; a combination of a high technology
level and intelligent Pokémon companions
with varied abilities mean that assistive
technology is readily available for most. A
disability that is a “Minor” Hindrance is a
disability that is at least mostly compensated
for with assistance from technology or
Pokémon. Losing access to these supports
means that the trainer will face a steep
disadvantage until they’ve been re-
established.

Examples of Minor disabilities include: Poor
eyesight that requires glasses, lost limbs with
prosthetic replacements, executive
dysfunction that is managed with a clever
assistant Pokémon, deafness or blindness that
are mitigated by supernatural powers, etc.

Frail
Minor Hindrance:

The trainer is either naturally small-statured,
has a glass jaw, or is simply a lover and not a
fighter. They take -1 to their Toughness.

Gullible
Minor Hindrance:

The character easily falls for most lies and
ruses. They might fall for scams and buy
shady merchandise. If someone appears in
front of them with a paper thin disguise,
they’ll be shocked when the wigs and
overcoats come off to reveal members of an
evil Team. They’ll be flabbergasted when that
one friend of the Professor who always talked
about washing away the world’s flaws and
imperfections pulls out a superweapon. The
trainer takes penalties to rolls to uncover
falsehoods of all kinds.

Wow if it isn’t my good friend
Lysandre whom I trust

Huh?

Nothing

I will spare you because
you are smokin’
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MINOR HINDRANCES, CONTINUED

Hypercompetitive
Minor Hindrance:

If a trainer locks eyes with you, you have to
battle them. Well, it’s not that extreme, but
the trainer has immense trouble turning
down any kind of challenge, especially one
related to their Calling. They might even have
to make a roll to resist or be dragged away by
their companions from a particularly
dangerous or unwise challenge.

Mean
Minor Hindrance:

The character is overconfident to an
insufferable degree, cold and standoffish, or
maybe just ill-tempered. They tend to act
poorly towards others, at least superficially,
facing Heart penalties in situations where
their behaviour is considered inappropriate.
Mean characters can have people they are
kinder to, usually those close to them (ideally
the party), but they act boorish frequently
enough for it to cause problems.

NPC-faced
Minor Hindrance:

The character has a large extended family in
which every member looks almost exactly the
same. There may even be a family tradition of
having the same first name, and it’s common
that they may have similar professions. The
trainer is easily and constantly mistaken for
their relatives, which is a source of annoyance
at best and trouble at worst.

Petty
Minor Hindrance:

The character holds a grudge like nobody’s
business. This trainer will remember being
wronged and actively seek little revenges
against those who have dealt them a
perceived injustice - whether this be seeking a
rematch whenever possible, finding a way to
make the target of their ire suffer the same
indignity they did, or taking opportunities to
be catty or petty at the person’s expense.

Sorry, couldn’t think of a Pokémon character
that fit all of these criteria so here’s Seto Kaiba
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MINOR HINDRANCES, CONTINUED

Minor Hindrance:

The trainer has a deeply-rooted fear of a
specific thing or situation. While a trainer’s
phobia is present, their rolls take a -2 penalty
as they must fight being shaken in order to
focus on the task at hand.

With a Minor Phobia, the Phobia is something
that will appear relatively infrequently.
Storms, heights, slime - all things that are not
so rare as to never come up, but that would
not pose a constant threat.

Phobia

Lillie discovers DeviantArt

Quirk
Minor Hindrance:

The trainer has a pronounced trait that they
will not leave behind almost no matter the
situation. This could be a gimmick, a habit, or
an activity they associate themselves with - to
a detriment, sometimes.

This quirk is normally a harmless part of the
character's schtick, but occasionally may
make the situation awkward, ruin a first
impression, or cause significant
inconvenience. A golfer might insist on
lugging their clubs everywhere (even a cave),
a wrestler might spout catchphrases or after-
school special messages, or an aspiring
Romeo or Juliet may become smitten with a
new paramour every Episode.
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Rival
Minor Hindrance:

The character has a rival who appears at
inconvenient times.While many trainers have
rivalries that spur them on to greater skill and
purpose, this trainer’s rival is mostly an
annoyance, popping up and demanding a
battle right after a gruelling stretch of caves
has worn out the trainer’s team, or requiring a
rescue after getting in the way of an evil
Team.

This Hindrance can also represent other
comedically annoying and persistent
“relationships”, such as an overly invested
group of incompetent criminals that want
something incredibly specific, but truly
dangerous pursuers or genuine harrassment (A
line which should be discussed with the other
players and GM) should be represented by the
Wanted Hindrance.

MINOR HINDRANCES, CONTINUED

Minor Hindrance:

The trainer has little heed for personal safety,
often charging into fraught situations without
thinking about - or perhaps ignoring - the risks
involved. Maybe they’re heroic, and can’t
stand to sit by while injustice occurs, maybe
they’re overconfident to a fault, or maybe
they’re just a little dense. Or maybe they’re all
three, like Ash Ketchum.

A Reckless trainer is likely to drag their team -
both their human companions and their
Pokémon - into trouble frequently, and get in
over their heads time and time again.

Reckless

If you combined these two characters
into one they would constantly invite you
out on friend dates but the date activity
would be fighting crime while on top of

an active volcano. I will not be accepting
constructive criticism
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MAJOR HINDRANCES

Major Hindrance:

This character’s reputation is horrible and
widespread. They could have been part of a
major scandal, caused widespread damage
somehow, or be a current or former well-
known member of an evil Team. The
character takes -2 to social rolls that involve
trust or cooperation with anyone who is
aware of and cares about their reputation, and
may be excluded from certain social
situations with others outside the party unless
friends intervene to vouch for them.

Most characters in the setting will be at least
passingly familiar with this trainer’s Bad Rep.

Bad Rep

Gold and the Terrible, Horrible, No
Good, Very Bad Rep

Code of Conduct
Major Hindrance:

The character has a code of conduct that they
will adhere to even in inconvenient or
dangerous situations. This could be a personal
code, such as a character who refuses to tell a
lie because of a bad experience, or a social
code imprinted upon them by their
upbringing, like a Dragon Tamers’ vows to
their elders.

Most people have a personal sense of right
and wrong, but this trainer’s devotion to their
code causes them frequent issues as they rub
up against more practically-minded
teammates or get themselves mixed up in
trouble out of principle.

A Major Code of Conduct is a short list of
three to four principles the character must
abide by, chosen when they take this
Hindrance. Breaking these rules causes the
trainer emotional distress, or at worst,
judgement from others who share their ideals.
A trainer with a Major Code of Conduct who
willingly violates their code loses the ability to
tap into Mastery for one full episode as their
inner turmoil interrupts their ability to focus
on working with their Pokémon.

Trainer Tips!
You can have both the Major and Minor versions of a
Hindrance on your sheet, or in some cases - Like Bad Rep
(Minor) - multiples of the same Minor Hindrance, but only if
they represent different sources of setback.
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MAJOR HINDRANCES, CONTINUED

Major Hindrance:

The trainer has a disability that impairs them
in a way that cannot be fully compensated for
by assistive technology. Their disability
significantly hampers their chosen way of life,
and overall quality of life, because of their
limitations.

Because of the nature of the game, the
disability will never prohibit a PC from
directing their Pokémon by default, though
complications may arise if circumstances
prevent their usual workarounds, such as a
deaf character communicating commands
through sign having line of sight interrupted.

Examples of Major disabilities include: Full
blindness, mutism (full or selective depending
on the context), deafness, impaired mobility,
etcetera. These examples aren’t exhaustive,
nor are they hard and fast.

Disability Partnerless
Major Hindrance:

The character views Pokémon as tools, not as
full partners. They may be the most
competent trainer in the world, they may
know their type matchups flawlessly, they
may understand movelists and statistics, but
they can never reach a Pokémon’s full
potential training them without a real
emotional connection.

Mastery recharges once per story arc instead
of once per session for this trainer’s Pokémon;
Partnerless trainers have difficulty connecting
with their Pokémon for those critical moments
where their bond allows them to pull through.
In addition, they can never evolve a Pokémon
whose evolution requirements involve a
positive connection with the trainer.

Phobia
Major Hindrance:

The trainer has a deeply-rooted fear of a
specific thing or situation. While a trainer’s
phobia is present, their rolls take a -2 penalty
as they must fight being shaken in order to
focus on the task at hand.

A Major Phobia is something that will occur
frequently enough as a Pokémon trainer to
present a serious issue. Open spaces, Bug-
Type Pokémon, bodies of water in a region
that has many, or even Pokémon themselves
as the most extreme case.

So powerful that
Partnerless had to be
written to nerf him
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MAJOR HINDRANCES, CONTINUED

Major Hindrance:

For one reason or another, the trainer is
extremely unlucky. Maybe they touched the
tail of a Ninetails and were cursed, or have
earned the ire of some legendary Pokémon, or
maybe they’re simply a statistical outlier.

When spending Mastery, the trainer may not
reroll the trainer die, only the Pokémon’s die.
In addition, they may not spend Mastery after
the results of a failed roll are described, unless
they have just bought the Mastery mid-session
as per the advancement rules.

This abysmal luck extends even to boons
granted by their allies; commentator tokens
can never be used to grant the trainer a reroll.

Unlucky

Major Hindrance:

The character has been through the wringer,
and elements of their past are still actively
after them. They may be subject to an
ongoing plot by an evil Team, be a current or
ex-villain of some sort on the run from the
law, or escaped a terrible home situation.
They could even simply be important for
some reason they don’t yet understand. The
trainer can expect the plot to come for them
swiftly and harshly, and they may have to
make significant efforts to avoid whatever
their enemies have in mind for them.

Wanted

Wrong Demographic
Major Hindrance:

The character is in the wrong genre for their
age. Cursed to be a hapless adult in a story
where the world can only be protected by the
power of ten year olds who can walk
backwards up a mountain while flipping off
an Evil Team to catch God, or alternatively a
bright-eyed and naive kid in a hardboiled
crime drama, this trainer is comparatively
incompetent next to their more marketable
peers.

This Hindrance must be taken at character
creation. The trainer does not start with the
normal four attributes of Heart, Fitness,
Research, and Tactics. They must pick one
attribute to discard entirely. In addition,
instead of gaining four dice steps in their
attributes at character creation, they may only
take three. Trainers who lack access to an
attribute in this way automatically fail any
rolls that make use of that attribute.
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CREATING POKéMON

NICKNAMES AND GENDER

Pokéballs
All in a Row

Pokémon are the creatures that a Pokémon trainer works with
to achieve all sorts of things, and their bonds are central to the
world of Pokémon.

A trainer can capture a great number of Pokémon, but they
cannot have more than six in their party at a time as per
league rules. Extra Pokémon are stored in the Pokémon storage
system and taken care of by the Pokémon Professor Association
for Ethical Research, and can be switched out at any site with a
Box Storage System interface.

At creation, however, Trainers begin with just one Pokémon -
any one of their choice, usually but not exclusively an
unevolved starting stage Pokémon. Fakemons, regional
variants, and all sorts of other creative choices are also
available, with GM approval. This Pokémon is known as the
Starter, and will, under most circumstances, be a trainer’s most
steadfast partner as their journey unfolds.

Players take control of playing the Pokémon in their roster, in
all but exceptional cases.

To begin, record your starting Pokémon’s species on your
sheet.

Some trainers choose to refer to their Pokémon by their species, but many trainers give their
Pokémon unique nicknames. If your trainer chooses to give their a Pokémon’s a nickname,
record it on their sheet.

Pokémon gender is more or less cosmetic in Pokeymanz, but it could be an important part of a
player’s conception of a Pokémon’s identity and is therefore on the sheet. You can record their
sex or their gender as you please - no one should police your gender nonconforming Meowstic.

Nah, it’s cool man, you pick first

POKéMON CREATION

https://www.serebii.net/pokemon/
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SPECIAL ABILITIES

POKéMON TYPES

Each Pokémon gets a Special Ability based either on their
ingame Pokedex Entry or the game’s listed Special Abilities.
This can vary by Pokémon, but the effect should be something
like "Changes forms with the weather to grant a die-step bonus
to the associated Move", "Is immune to Ground-type attacks",
or something else relatively unique to that species’ biology.

Special Abilities are passive - they’re just something a Pokémon
Can Do, and while they might modify a roll’s difficulty in some
situations, they shouldn’t require a roll themselves to make use
of. They should be a little freeform in their utility.

Some Pokémon have multiple special abilities available to
choose from, as well as information listed in their Pokédex
entries that don’t translate to a formal “Special Ability” in the
games. It is perfectly viable to have, for example, one Espeon
that has Magic Coat (its ingame ability), and another with
Weather Sense (An ability mentioned in its Pokédex entry).

Record the name of the chosen Special Ability and note the
general description of it on your sheet.

Each Pokémon has one or two Types, which affects their
Moves, strengths and weaknesses. Go ahead and record their
typing on the sheet, using official-adjacent sources or, in the
case of a Fakemon, whatever you want I’m not your mom.

Not all Legendaries are Pokémon

There are two Lycanrocs inside
you. One has Sand Rush. The other

has Vital Spirit. You have
depression

https://www.serebii.net/games/ability.shtml
https://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Type
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MOVES OVERVIEW
A Pokémon works a little differently than a
trainer. Instead of a line of Attributes, they
have a set of Moves.

The ingame power of these Moves doesn't
actually matter, but how they're described
does, because Moves are very freeform! Like
in certain manga and anime, they can be used
creatively to produce effects other than
straight damage. Example: The Move Ember
could be tossed down onto the ground to limit
the mobility of the enemy Pokémon. Players
should feel free to try things and be open with
how Moves are used, and GMs should be
open to letting them do creative things.

Because of this, it’s crucial to mark down in
the Move’s description not just how the Move
works mechanically, but how it’s presented
from a narrative standpoint. A good Move
description will include both the Move’s
mechanical function (either its ingame one or
a tentative interpretation based on the Move
Effects section) and a description of how the
Move functions in-universe. The first part can
be as simple as “hits the opponent” or as
complex as “hits the opponent with varying
secondary effects based on the time of day
and what they had for lunch on Thursday”.

See the diagram below for an example of this
in action.

Anatomy of a Move: Bubble Beam

Bubble Beam

A mechanical effect that the
Move has - it hits people and
sometimes reduces Speed.

A description of how the
Move works; the Pokémon

shoots bubbles!

A spray of bubbles is forcefully ejected at the
target. This may also lower its Speed stat.

The Move’s name,
usually descriptive

The Move’s type, one of the
official ones or otherwise

Popplio using Bubble Beam creatively to
trap an opponent in a snot bubble. Gross!
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ASSIGNING MOVES

Trainer Tips!
Try to pick a set of Moves with a variety of
effects! The only way to really pidgeyhole a
Pokémon is by giving them four variations
of “hit it with a body part really hard”.

Now that we know how Moves work, we can
get into statting them for play.

Pick from a Pokémon's natural moveset to fill
out their four slots. This can be any Move
they naturally learn by levelling up - don’t
worry about level restrictions, though make
sure not to give an unevolved Pokémon a
Move they wouldn’t learn before evolving!

Each Move has a starting effectiveness. If the
Move is the same as one of the Pokémon’s
two types, it starts at d4. If the Pokémon only
has one type, that goes up to a d6! However,
Pokémon have a more difficult time mastering
Moves outside of their typing, and thus Moves
that are covered by neither of their types start
at a d4-1. An upgrade brings that up to a d4.

Once you’ve finished choosing Moves for
your starter, Choose two Moves to upgrade by
one die type. You may also upgrade
one Move twice, but Moves may
not exceed d8 at creation (or
before Pokémon EXP - but

worry about that later, in Advancement!)

This goes for a trainer’s Starter Pokémon, but
all captured Pokémon are statted this way as
well, including the two free die step upgrades
(See Capturing Pokemon).

Before finalizing a Pokémon’s Moves, check
out Custom Moves on the next page if your
GM allows it to see if your Pokémon could
benefit from making use of those rules.

After that, move on to Mastery!

https://www.serebii.net/attackdex-swsh/
https://www.serebii.net/attackdex-swsh/
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CUSTOM MOVES
If a player isn’t intimately familiar with a Pokémon’s moveset,
doesn’t feel like trudging through secondary sources like
Bulbapedia to scour a Pokémon’s details, or is simply creating
a Fakemon with its own Moves, that’s okay. To make a custom
Move in Pokeymanz, simply:

1. Think of what a Pokémon should be able to do. A Pokémon
based on a ferret, for example, might be good at digging
tunnels!

2. Decide what the Move does and write down one or two
sentences describing it. For a digging Move for this ferret-
adjacent Pokémon, for example, one could write: “The
Pokémon digs under the ground and pops back up to strike
the opponent”.

3. Decide what type it would logically be. In this case, it’s
pretty clearly a ground-type Move.

4. Name the Move. A digging Move like this could only be
named one thing… Burrow!

Note that if your group wants to use a system with an extra
type, like some fangames have created, you can easily just
change an existing Move’s type or create new Moves for that
type with this process.

Additionally, sometimes, Pokémon have… baffling choices in
their canon learned movesets. In cases like Dunsparce, where
the Pokémon should logically have access to a Move like Dig
but doesn’t, allow common sense to guide what Moves
Pokémon are allowed to take. In general, though, leave TM
Moves and those sorts of tutor-only Moves off-limits to give the
player something to work towards in play.

With GM approval, Custom Moves can also be used to give
Pokémon unique, one-off abilities; for example. a Meowth
sacrificing the Move Pay Day to be able to talk like a human.

“Oh boy I can’t wait to learn String
Sho- wait, WHAT?”

Could you imagine that? Just not
giving a burrowing Pokémon Dig?

No longer must you abide being
able to Fly on a Pidgey but not a

giant winged bug.
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MASTERY (AND EVOLUTION)
Pokémon also have one other stat: Mastery. Record a Mastery
(as a box to be checked and unchecked) on your starter’s
sheet. If you’re playing in person, tokens are also a useful way
to keep track of Mastery. Pokémon can have up to a maximum
of two Mastery.

Mastery represents the results of big milestones in a Pokémon's
growth or training. This includes (but is not limited to)
evolution - a Pokémon may evolve upon purchasing a Mastery,
or if it chooses not to evolve then and there, it will always have
the choice to evolve whenever it uses a Mastery from then on.

Each Mastery is a token that can be used once per game
session. Using Mastery grants one reroll on any roll if the
Pokémon in question is active. It may be called after the results
of a failed roll are described, within reason, as long as the
player is willing to describe how the Pokémon’s willpower
turns the situation around. You always keep the higher roll
when using Mastery. Some Edges may also require
the use of Mastery to activate their effects!

Mastery can be purchased in the middle of a
session as long as you have the EXP available
to do so. If a player chooses to do this, their
Pokémon may then immediately use it as above
- Pokémon evolving in mid-battle or solidifying
their bond with their trainer in a fraught
situation is a series staple.

An Equalizer
Mastery is a compromise to
allow people to be able to play
with their favourites without
being at a severe disadvantage.
Unevolved Pokémon with high
mastery like Ash’s Pikachu are
still able to defeat Pokémon
whose Mastery levels came
about from evolving. This is a
deliberate equalizer.

Remember, kids. One of my
design mantras for this game is
“If I can’t make Ash, my system

is trash.”

TOUGHNESS
Pokémon begin with 4 Toughness.

TYPE: BUG/ROCK
#213 SHUCKLE

The prize for sturdiest Pokémon
goes to the humble Shuckle; in the
games, it boasts 230 base defense
and the Ability Sturdy, which allows
it to survive a hit that would cause it
to faint from full HP with one hit
point.

TYPE: STEEL/GROUND
#208 STEELIX

The prize for strudiest Pokémon
does NOT go to a giant snake made
out of literal metal, who has a base
defense of 200. Sorry, Steelix.
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CHARACTER CREATION QUICK REFERENCECHARACTER CREATION QUICK REFERENCE

CREATING EXPERIENCED TRAINERS

1. Make a copy of the Character Sheet, or print one out from the back of this book.

2. Create a Trainer and give them a name and a general concept.

3. From this concept, give the trainer a Calling.

4. Give your trainer Attributes, with four die type upgrades and a maximum level of d8.

5. (Optional) Pick Hindrances, in exchange for Edges or an extra Attribute die step.

6. Record your trainer’s Toughness (half their Fitness die).

7. Choose your starting Pokémon’s species.

8. (Optional) Give your starter a nickname and gender.

9. Record your starter’s Type(s).

10. Choose your starter’s Moves from their natural learned movelist.

11. Assign starting dice values to the chosen Moves (d4 for Moves that match types, d6
for Moves that match a monotype, and d4-1 for Moves that do not match their Type).

12. Apply two die step upgrades to the Moves as desired.

13. Record one Mastery on the starting Pokémon’s sheet.

14. Assign the starter Pokémon a Toughness of 4.

Whether it’s because you’d like to start the game with a set of
more experienced trainers, or simply because your group
wants to be able to have a full roster for a oneshot, it may at
times be inappropriate or too limiting to start play with
character creation level trainers.

If desired, create a character with the above rules, add as many
Pokémon to each trainer’s roster as the GM sees fit for the
premise, and then skip over to Advancement to add as much
EXP as the GM assigns to their sheet.

CREATION QUICK REF

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1s-9ba0V02Mnp-_ktxTUQ0uMks1Ah97dp1MVZlvL1UI0/edit?usp=sharing
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"Yeah. Getting hauls of XP, magic items, and gold, and thus making your
character more powerful, or developed. Character Development."

- Sir Poley, Harry Potter and the Natural 20

ADVANCEMENT

There are two types of character advancement
in Pokeymanz: one is Trainer Advancement,
and the other is Pokémon EXP.

Growing Together

Train hard and
one day you too

might have a glo-
up this good

ADVANCEMENT
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TRAINER ADVANCEMENT
Trainer Advancement is gained through engaging with a
trainer’s Calling, and can be used to buy up Trainer Attributes
or Edges.

Give Trainers an Attribute die step upgrade or a new Edge (Or
overcome a Hindrance) for major story accomplishments
related to their Calling. For example:

• Getting a Gym badge

• Winning a major Pokémon Contest

• Striking a major blow to a criminal organization they've
been hunting

• Making a step towards finding that legendary Pokémon

• Unravelling part of a larger mystery

A GM is the final arbiter as to whether a given
accomplishment is worthy of Trainer Advancement, but GMs
are encouraged to communicate with players and check in
with how they feel about their characters’ arcs. In general, the
GM should aim to have at least one event that furthers the
Calling of each PC trainer in each new major plot arc.

An alternative way to divvy out Trainer Advancement is for the
GM to simply be careful to make sure everyone gets spotlight
and give out advancement to everyone at the end of each story
arc. As a loose guideline, try to have a story arc per major town
or city. This approach will be more consistent and require less
effort for bookkeeping, but probably feel less personal. Do
what works for your group!

If you choose to use the alternative rule above, to give Callings
some relevance, consider modifying them mechanically.When
a trainer fulfills some aspect of their calling, give the player a
narrative token similar to but more powerful than a Sideline
Commentary token that can be used anytime to change some
major detail about the scene or call in a friendly NPC to help
out in a pinch. They may hold on to any number of these
tokens that they earn for the duration of the journey.

Trainer Tips!
Use Trainer Advancement
to git gud at the things that
your trainer wants to focus
on doing, or shore up
frequent stumbling blocks.
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POKéMON EXP
Pokémon EXP is a shorthand for the amount of experience a
Pokémon has working with its trainer. Pokémon with more
EXP have more powerful Moves, can defend themselves better,
or may be evolved or otherwise feel the effects of high Mastery.

As GM, during every session, keep track of the number of
encounters the PCs have faced alongside their Pokémon.
Especially indepth encounters like Gym battles or climactic
showdowns may count for two or even three.

At the end of the session, the GM counts up the tally and
awards everyone that many Pokémon EXP. Alternatively, for
faster growth, GMs can take the average of the players' team
size and award that many EXP per session.

Players can use their Pokémon EXP to buy up their Pokémons'
abilities as follows (Keep track of where you’ve spent what!):

• Buy up Moves by one die step (d4-d8): 1 EXP

• Buy up Moves by one die step (d10-d12): 2 EXP

• Buy up Toughness by 1, Max 8: 2 EXP

• Buy up Mastery, even mid-session: 2 EXP

As a note, this is only the recommended way to do it. GMs may
choose to give out EXP independently or based more on
participation. This will result in uneven scaling of Pokémon,
which will impact the game balance significantly. Some
groups may be alright with this, but many will find it
unsatisfying.

U wot m8

TYPE: FIRE
#813 SCORBUNNY

TYPE: FIRE
#814 RABOOT

TYPE: FIRE
#815 CINDERACE
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STORED POKéMON AND EXP DEBT
Most of the time, you’ll be working with your
main party. But what about switching out?

You can always switch out a Pokémon with
another from the storage system. In addition, if
the GM allows it, you can choose to take the
EXP value from the switched out Pokémon
and temporarily assign it to the new
Pokémon. If you do this and decide to keep
the new Pokémon in your party for more than
an encounter, you must dedicate at least half
of your incoming EXP to this Pokémon,
rounded down, until you've made up the
difference between the indebted Pokemon’s
old and new EXP value.

While in EXP debt in this way, the Pokémon
may behave in an unruly fashion, considering
its trainer below its level, disregarding
commands, or simply refusing to battle if the
mood takes it. The GM may at any time take
over a Pokémon in EXP debt and have its
insubordination cause problems, though the
“Yes, and” principle should be the general
guide for how it affects the tide of battle.

You can only be in EXP debt for one thing at a
time. You can switch the Pokémon in EXP
Debt out of your party and lower its effective

EXP (what’s reflected in its stats) to however
much has been paid off to end EXP Debt
early.

As an example, let’s say your trainer pulls out
a Tauros they haven’t used before from their
PC Box for a tough battle in the Pokémon
League. They decide to switch out with their
Snorlax, which has had 15 EXP spent on it so
far. Because this is pretty far into the game
and a brand new Pokémon would be at a
significant disadvantage, the GM allows the
player to build the Tauros (who previously
had 5 EXP) with 15 EXP.

If the trainer decides to switch the Tauros back
right away, they return it to its baseline 0 EXP
build and simply put it back in the PC. This
allows players to pull out Pokémon they
wouldn’t usually use for a day in the
limelight. If they decide to keep the Tauros in
their party going forward, though, they may
go into EXP Debt.

Next session, the GM awards 3 Pokémon EXP
at the the end, at least 2 of which must go to
Tauros. This continues, and Tauros will
continue to act unruly, until that 10 EXP
difference between the starting amount and
the Snorlax’s total has been “paid off.”Ok dude I’m not the one about to get

trounced by a Dunsparce
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LEARNING NEW MOVES

EVOLUTION AND “RE-SPECCING”
To hold B or not to hold B... that is the
question.

A lot of Pokémon learn new Moves or go
(wildly) different directions upon evolving. As
the Mastery section states, a Pokémon can
evolve upon gaining an appropriate level of
Mastery, or at any time they spend Mastery
from that time onwards. Evolving gives the
Pokémon an instant “Re-spec”; the trainer is
allowed to shuffle around Moves, spent EXP,
free dice steps, and Special Abilities on the
spot when a Pokémon evolves, essentially re-
doing its entire build from the ground up
using the rules from the section above.

It’s recommended that a player planning to

evolve their Pokémon have some idea what
they want the evolved Pokémon’s stats to look
like. If they don’t think to, though, or the idea
to evolve comes on in the heat of the moment,
GMs are encouraged to let players throw out
Moves from the evolved form without
formally writing it down at reasonable dice
steps, and then let the player solidify the
actual stats later under the excuse of “a burst
of evolutionary power”. Fun comes first!

Pokémon in Pokeymanz start with a full pool
of Moves, but what about TMs? What about
training and tutoring to learn new techniques?

Any trainer can train a Pokémon to learn a
new Move from the set of Moves it naturally
learns. Trainers that obtain TMs can use them,
and Pokémon can be trained or tutored by a
Move tutor to master new techniques, but
their Pokémon will have to forget a Move in
order to be able to use the new one.
Generally, you want to have some kind of in-
story justification for this, such as a training
retreat during a period of relative downtime.

Any EXP or free dice steps invested into the
old Move are refunded, and may be banked
(if EXP), re-spent on the new Move, or used on
another of the Pokémon’s Moves. Remember
to take the Pokémon’s type affinity for Moves
into account and count free dice steps before
EXP when calculating how much you’ve
spent!

If you’d like to change a Move to a Move that
is functionally the same Move but more
powerful (eg. Icy Wind to Blizzard), just
change the name of the Move on the sheet.

As a note, for simplicity and because there are
different optional rules to handle breeding in
Pokeymanz, treat all Moves a Pokemon can
learn in the games outside of their level-up
set (including Egg Moves, learnable TMs, TRs,
Tutor Moves, etc.) as learnable by TM or Tutor
in Pokeymanz.

Pray you don’t mix
up your TM with

your copy of Putt-
Putt Travels

Through Time

UH OH
THAT’S NOT
PUTT PUTT
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The main event. Pokémon love battling, and humans love battling with
them. In this chapter, you’ll find rules to simulate battles, Pokémon
contests, and all sorts of odds and ends to make Pokémon-related conflicts
fun and strategic. Go and try to be the very best, like no one ever was!

POKéMON BATTLES

Trainer Tips!
Pokeymanz is designed for Journeys first,
but if you use it to battle your friends in a
bout of PVP, remember that the system is
designed to allow a lot of flexibility over
balance, and have a sense of sportsmanship
about it!

Winning, losing... The most important part of
a Pokémon battle is to have fun alongside
your Pokémon, and with the people who
share the game table with you.

Always remember Golden Rule One!

Combat in Pokeymanz should be:

• Fast. Battles shouldn’t have to be a session-
long slog.

• Action-packed. Every action in combat
should have some kind of consequence,
and it should be easy to make choices and
strategies that matter to the battle.

• Creative. Thinking outside the box and
coming up with novel ways to turn the tide
should be rewarded.

Fast and Furious

BATTLE BASICS
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THE BASICS OF BATTLES
A Battle Action is generally used to roll an attack with a Move
or otherwise use a Move. It can also be used by the trainer
instead of the battling Pokémon in some situations; switching
Pokémon is a Battle Action, for instance, unless throwing out
the next Pokémon in line after a Pokémon faints.

Movement Actions are fluid and narrative; they could be
something like burrowing underground, taking to the skies,
moving a little further away, etcetera. A trainer should use
movement to set up for the larger actions, possibly gaining
small advantages or escaping from a hazard.

Range is theatre of the mind. Pokémon should be within each
others' reach for Moves by default, and cases of range
affecting the flow of combat should be called on a case by case
basis. Things that could be taken into account include Moves
like Fly or Dig, or arena Features or Hazards.

It may still help to have some kind of visualization of the field, and so game mat programs like
Owlbear Rodeo and Roll20 could be helpful to keep track of things.

A VS Seeker is a Key Item
designed to find people who want
to battle in an area. So basically

Tinder for Pokémon trainers.

Trainer Tips!
Remember, in almost all situations where a
trainer is directing their Pokémon, they’ll
be rolling their attribute and Move dice
together and taking the higher result!

https://www.owlbear.rodeo/
https://roll20.net/
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INITIATIVE

PRIORITY, SPEED, AND BEAM STRUGGLES
Raising or lowering speed - and priority Moves - may be used
to manipulate the initiative order. Moves like Quick Attack
can be used to “cut in” whenever the trainer wants to,
interrupting similarly to a Called Action.

If they use this or a Called Action to go before someone else,
they can choose to use the Move in question before the entity
they’re cutting in front of (using their turn that round), or they
can directly counter their attack with a Beam Struggle.

To start a Beam Struggle, the player must either have
successfully pulled off a Called Action or have other means to
interrupt the initiative order, including but not limited to
priority Moves. They must then spend a Mastery. The
Pokemon’s two Moves then become locked in a competition of
strength and skill, forcing an Escalation where the winner’s
Move triumphs. A Beam Struggle takes up both parties’ turns.

When battle starts, roll initiative. Initiative is
rolled with a trainer's Tactics (just the trainer
die). Wild Pokémon roll a d6. The GM should
mark "Top of the Round" above everyone.

Generally, the flow of combat is very simple:
Each trainer and Pokémon combo take turns
taking actions. One battle action may be
taken per turn, as well as one movement
action.

At the Top of the Round, which should be
declared every round, a trainer may choose to
secretly pick their Move ahead of time and

reveal it on their turn or when the Move's
condition is satisfied (potentially interrupting
another action, even!). This is called a Called
Action. If you're playing in person, write it
down on a scrap piece of paper and flip it up
when appropriate; if you're playing online,
post it within a spoiler or otherwise hide the
text. Importantly, the player may choose to
pretend that they are calling their action and
write down that they are bluffing, revealing
the bluff and acting normally on their turn.

If the trainer does make a Called Action, and
the condition for their decided course of
action is not triggered, they act normally at
the bottom of that round with a -2 penalty. If
multiple trainers fail to meet their conditions,
they act at the bottom of that round under
everyone else in the order of their original
initiative.
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WOUNDS

Fainted Pokemon are easily
identified by their little spiral eyes
and a few extra lines and blotches

on their bodies.

An attack must meet the target’s Toughness value to inflict a
Wound. Beating a target’s Toughness by 6 or more is a Critical
Hit. If a trainer attacks another Trainer directly, it's a Fitness
check tested against Toughness as in a Pokémon battle.

Trainers can take two Wounds, each inflicting a cumulative -1
penalty to all rolls, including the Pokémon die, before a
successful final strike will cause them to white out and be
incapacitated for the remainder of the encounter. In
lighthearted games, they will wake up after the encounter with
their Wounds counter reset. In more serious or survival-focused
games, their wounds will remain until they can rest
meaningfully or receive medical treatment.

Pokémon will also faint after taking threeWounds, but they do
not take penalties along the way. A fainted Pokémon is
similarly incapacitated, but unlike a trainer, they will not be
able to battle or contribute again until they’ve been healed or
significantly rested in some way.

MOVE EFFECTS
While Moves are extremely freeform by design, sometimes you just want to tell a Pokémon to
tackle and have them tackle a dude. Here are some guidelines that might be useful to fall back
on if the GM is having trouble coming up with novel effects or if the players would rather stick to
the basics.
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MOVE EFFECTS, CONTINUED

Critical Hits
A Critical Hit should always give the Move some
extra oomph. Depending on the nature of the Move,
here are some easy ways to reflect a Critical Hit
mechanically:

• Lacking any extra effect, the Move inflicts two
Wounds instead of one. This is good for Moves
that are extremely straightforward and have
little utility outside of brute force, like Tackle,
Mega Punch and Kick, etc.

• The Move inflicts a Status Effect. Many Moves
have secondary effects, like inflicting burns,
freezing, paralysis, confusion, or even holding
the opposing Pokémon in place. A Critical Hit
should allow the Move to inflict a secondary
effect that logically makes sense on top of a
Wound.

• The Move alters the terrain. It creates a
change in the arena significant enough to
create a Hazard or Feature.

As a loose guideline, on a Critical Hit, a GM should
try and offer the player the choice between altering
the terrain and whichever of the first two makes
more sense for the Move in question.

Guards and Counters
Certain Moves protect the user or offer a
counterattack. Generally, Moves like these should
be called at the Top of the Round (see the initiative
section for details).

The exact nature of the counterattack might
depend on the situation, but players could choose to
strike back after being hit with a bonus to their roll,
or they could use the roll to enter a Beam Struggle
with their opponent.

Guards may also offer wide-ranging defenses
against most Arena Hazards. For the sake of
Pokeymanz’ nature as a multiplayer game, be
flexible with allowing Guard Moves to be used on
allies.

TYPE: BUG/ELECTRIC
#596 GALVANTULA

Galvantula hunts its prey by shooting
electrified fur from its abdomen.
Cutting its opponents’ ability to
escape with paralysis, it finishes
them off with a powerful strike from
its then-boosted Electro Ball.

TYPE: BUG/ELECTRIC
#595 JOLTIK

Joltik is often found in the fur of
other Pokémon, soaking up static
electricity. Especially Electric-
Types. It cannot produce electricity
by itself.

Healing
As a general rule, Healing Moves should heal one
Wound on a Hit and two Wounds on a Critical Hit. A
healing Pokémon may choose to split this healing
between allies.

The effectiveness of Healing Moves outside of battle
depends on the tone the GM wants to set for the
game, and may be limited as appropriate.
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MOVE EFFECTS, CONTINUED

Or just do damage lmao

Non-Damaging Moves
If an attack doesn’t do damage, the threshold for
a Hit is 4, the same as a normal roll. This activates
the Move’s effect or inflicts its status effect.
Toughness does not come into the equation in this
case - but if the opposition has somehow put
something in the way, or used a Move to increase
their evasiveness or speed, this can impose
penalties on the Move. Immunity sometimes factors
in, but type effectiveness is otherwise ignored.

On a Critical Hit, GMs should offer players options
like changing or creating Hazards or Features, or
other scene-appropriate effects (Like giving the
target an even more severe version of the status
effect, for example).

Speed and Evasion
On first glance, Moves that increase Speed or
Evasion seem to have no use in Pokeymanz, but on
a general basis, priority Moves like Quick Attack can
be used to act out of turn in initiative, and Moves
that increase Speed could be used to permanently
shift initiative order. Accuracy is a little less
straightforward, but increases in speed or
evasiveness could make a Pokémon much harder to
hit with non-damaging Moves, or lowered accuracy
could incur a chance of friendly fire.
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Stat Changes
Many Moves raise the Pokémon’s stats or lower
those of the opponent’s. As a general guideline, you
shouldn’t be able to stack more than a +4 or -4 on
any one variable.

A successful Hit allows one +1 to be applied for
the duration that the Pokémon is in battle. A
Critical Hit allows a second +1 in that category or
another that makes sense given the scope of the
Move.

For example, a Pokémon using Dragon Dance might
get a +1 to their damaging Move rolls, and on a
Critical, they may also become speedier.

In the games, there is a clear and decisive split
between “Special” and “Physical” attacks, which
many Moves reference. In Pokeymanz, no such
stats exist, as each Move is measured simply by
how well the Pokémon can use its effects. As such,
Moves like Reflect and Light Screen, which are
functionally the same Move but split in this way, are
considered the same in Pokeymanz.

Specific Effects
Some Moves have incredibly specific effects and
niche uses. A good example is Imprison, which
seals any Moves that the Pokémon and the target
share. Sometimes, these Moves’ effects are so niche
that they would seemingly never come up. It’s easy
for a player to take a Move like this for flavour, and
be disappointed when it never proves useful.

It should be very hard to make a Pokémon that is
actively useless in Pokeymanz. So, for Moves like
this, the GM should be extra generous with
creative interpretations. Allow Imprison (which is
based off of Shinto sealing practices) to seal
Pokémon that use the power of a certain region-
specific gimmick, or to incapacitate trainers with
evil in their hearts.

MOVE EFFECTS, CONTINUED
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ARENA FEATURES
Every arena should have at least two and up to four notable
features to make use of. Open terrain can be one of those
features. Players can make creative use of these features to set
up interesting situations or hazards, but a good default option
for straightforward play is to give a +1 on a roll if the terrain
would be advantageous for a Move.

Example: A field may be Grassy (which could aid in the use of
certain Grass and Bug type Moves) and Windy (which may
make flight difficult).

As mentioned previously, taking advantage of certain features
may allow Pokemon to place themselves out of reach of
certain attacks, or restrict or enhance certain types of
movement. Be creative!

The Misty
Principle

Unless an arena’s features
specifically say or imply
otherwise, always expect that
there happens to be a
convenient pool, stream, or
fountain nearby in which to
release a fully aquatic Pokémon.
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ARENA HAZARDS
If a Pokémon or trainer encounter a hazard,
such as falling into a pool of lava in the case
of a Pokémon or stubbing their toe in the case
of a trainer, they should try and find a suitable
counter-Move to get out of the situation. The
better-suited the proposed defense, the easier
the roll, as dictated by the GM. (Example:
Freezing lava to make a platform is a very
good idea and might be given a +1.) This roll
is a movement action.

If you fail, you take a Wound. Some hazards
may inflict status conditions, instead.

Extremely large, dangerous, or difficult to
avoid hazards might put the roll to get out of
them at a -1 or -2. These should appear mostly
when environmental features dictate it (lava is
pretty dangerous no matter how you slice it)
or when a Pokémon Move interacts
particularly well with the arena (eg. a
Pokémon using Whirlpool in a body of water).

Once a Pokémon or trainer has either
successfully defended against or taken a

Wound from a hazard, it will not damage
them again unless the environment changes in
some way to produce a new twist on the
hazard or the hazard is overwhelmingly
dangerous or lethal (for example, a human in
danger of lava - a situation that will probably
only crop up in a very brutal game!). In-
character, this is because, having taken a
beating from or successfully avoided a hazard,
the characters have learned their lesson and
can navigate it well enough to avoid further
damage. Out of character, this is because it is
not particularly dramatic or cool to get stuck
and take chip damage from Stealth Rock
while an opponent laughs at you from safety.

In the case that a hazard (Such as the
aforementioned Stealth Rock, or Spikes) does
damage on switch-ins, it only provokes a
defending roll from each member of the
target trainer side’s team once.

Hazards can also count as Features when it
comes to making use of the terrain for
advantage, with some creativity.

Fainted Pokemon are easily
identified by their little spiral

eyyyyuuuhhh ohhhh
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TYPE MATCHUPS
Typing is an important part of Pokémon
battles, and they provide a large but not
insurmountable advantage when utilized
properly. Any time an attacking Pokémon uses
a Move of a certain type offensively, check to
see if the opposing Pokémon is weak to or
resists that type according to the type chart.

If the opposing Pokémon is weak to the
Move’s type, the attack is Super Effective!
Give the attack a +2 on the roll. If the
Pokémon resists the Move’s type, the Move is

Not Very Effective and takes a -2 penalty.
Double weaknesses and resistances stack. A
weakness and a resistance cancel out.

Pokémon that are immune to a certain type
of attack cannot be damaged or affected by
that attack directly. Full stop. Only creative
use of a Move (ie. using the Move Psychic to
pick up something to throw at a Dark type)
can hope to bypass immunity.

Human Trainers are considered typeless.
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Normal X ● ●
Bug ▴ ● ● ● ● ● ▴ ● ▴ ●
Dark ● ● ● ▴ ▴
Dragon ▴ X ●
Electric ● ● ▴ ● X ▴
Fairy ▴ ▴ ▴ ● ● ●
Fighting ▴ ● ▴ ● ● X ▴ ● ● ▴ ▴
Fire ▴ ● ● ▴ ▴ ● ▴ ●
Flying ▴ ● ▴ ▴ ● ●
Ghost X ● ▴ ▴
Grass ● ● ● ● ● ▴ ● ▴ ● ▴
Ground ● ▴ ▴ X ● ▴ ▴ ▴
Ice ▴ ● ▴ ▴ ▴ ● ● ●
Poison ▴ ● ▴ ● ● ● X
Psychic X ▴ ▴ ● ●
Rock ● ▴ ▴ ● ▴ ▴ ●
Steel ● ▴ ● ▴ ▴ ● ●
Water ● ▴ ● ▴ ▴ ●

Key:▴is a Super Effective attack.● is a Not Very Effective Attack. X is an immunity by the defender.
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Imagine taking damage from
status effects

This post was made by the
Magic Guard gang

STATUS EFFECTS
Status effects are a common feature of
Pokémon battles, and for those looking for a
little more tactical depth, they can use them to
turn the tides in their favour!

These rules are optional! It’s highly
recommended to use the mechanics in this
section, but these effects may be disregarded
for a more appropriate narrative effect at the
GM’s discretion. There are plenty of status
effects or persisting effects of Moves beyond
what’s listed here; these should provide some
mechanical guidelines on how to typically

handle them, and they might also vary from
situation to situation.

As noted above, Moves that deal damage but
also have a chance to inflict status effects in
the games should generally inflict their effect
on a Critical Hit.

Burn, Freeze, Paralysis, Poison, and Sleep will
all persist outside of battle unless cured. A
Pokémon cannot have more than one of these
“major” Status Effects at one time.

Burn
A burned Pokémon finds it painful to move, and
their combat effectiveness is reduced as a result.
The Pokémon suffers Wound Penalties the same
way a trainer does while burned.

Fire-type Pokémon cannot be burned.

Paralysis
The Pokémon is paralyzed, and cannot take their
usual free movement action until or unless the
paralysis is cured. Running away, getting out of the
way of hazards, and general positioning become
much more difficult! Moves that rely on speed may
also take situational penalties.

Electric-type Pokémon cannot be paralyzed.

Freeze
A frozen Pokémon can’t move at all, and has to
struggle to break free. Until they’ve found a way to
break out of the ice, they cannot take any battle
actions against their opponent or take movement.
Their battle actions must be directed towards
breaking out of the ice in order to continue the
battle.

Treat the ice as an opponent with a Toughness
equal to half the value of the die type of the Move
that inflicted the freeze. One Hit should be enough
to break free, in most circumstances.

Ice-type Pokémon cannot be frozen.
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STATUS EFFECTS, CONTINUED

Poison
The Pokémon is poisoned, a chemical or biological
agent coursing through their system and weakening
them. For every round a Pokémon is poisoned,
their Toughness is reduced by 1 at the end of their
turn until they’re retired from battle or faint. If
Toughness dips to 0, the Pokémon automatically
faints (and is cured of poison as it runs its course).

Poison- and Steel-type Pokémon cannot be
poisoned.

Infatuation
The player flips a coin. If the coin comes up tails,
the Pokémon is too infatuated with its opponent
to make a battle action. This condition is cleared at
the end of the encounter or upon switching out.

Pokémon of the same gender, or genderless, can be
infatuated! How this is represented in the narrative
is up to the Pokémon’s player; it could be
““romantic”” attraction, adoration, or admiration, all
ramped up to debilitating levels.

Confusion
The Pokémon is confused, and cannot understand
their trainer while under confusion. The trainer
may not roll their usual dice alongside their
Pokémon while directing them. Every turn after
finishing their turn, flip a coin. On heads, the
Pokémon snaps out of it.

??

Sleep ZZ
The Pokémon falls into a deep sleep. Until awoken
by an outside force or attack, they will remain
unconscious for the rest of the encounter.

Flinching
The Pokémon’s next battle action takes a -2
penalty as they flinch back and try to regain their
bearings. Not included: Cursed, which makes you

see everything everyone you know has
liked on Twitter
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Trapped
As long as they are within the area of the Move that
caused it, the Pokémon is held in place and cannot
make a Movement action. They may attempt to use
a Battle Action to break free using a Move, however.
Holding an opponent in place next to a Hazard is a
common tactic.

Held Pokémon can’t be switched out until they
break from whatever is holding them.

Grappled
Similar to Trapped, but the Pokémon is being held
by an opposing Pokémon directly. Both (or as
many Pokémon are involved) Pokémon in the
exchange count as Grappled, and if one takes a
movement action or is propelled by any other
means, the other is dragged along with them.
Pokémon in a grapple get a +1 bonus to use
offensive Moves against each other.

If the Pokémon are distracted or interrupted by an
outside force, the grapple ends. If both Pokémon
choose to end the grapple, the grapple ends, but if
one holds on, it will continue. A Pokémon may
choose to use a Move to try and escape a grapple,
which is opposed by an appropriate Move from
whichever Pokémon wishes to keep them grappled.

Neither Pokémon in a grapple can be switched out
until the grapple is broken.
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CAPTURE

Gotta Catch ‘em All
Gotta Catch ‘em All

And now the
Pokérap is stuck
in your head.

A wild Pokémon must be either Befriended or
Defeated in order to be valid for capture.
Either way, the opportunity for capture
generally comes once an encounter has been
resolved. Pokémon trainers are generally
assumed to be carrying free pokéballs.

Befriending could happen in
many ways - by gaining a
Pokémon's respect during a
story one way or another, by
saving it, by engaging in a
friendly sparring match, or
just by enjoying each other's
company over a period of
time as determined by the
GM.

Befriended Pokémon that are
Captured start with a free
justification to buy up
Mastery.

Defeat is self-explanatory.
Once per encounter, Throw
a Pokeball at a fainted
Pokémon! Boom! Captured!

Legendary or very strong
Pokémon may resist capture
and break out of their ball
anyway. The GM should
reserve this for especially
unique cases, as doing this

too much will make your players fucking hate
you.

If, for some reason, more than one trainer
wants to capture a Defeated Pokémon, and
neither is willing to back down, the trainers

must make a contested roll,
generally but not exclusively
with Fitness, to represent
their Pokéball-throwing skill.

Captured Pokémon start
with identical stats to a
starter Pokémon, but
without the bonus Mastery,
regardless of how powerful
they were before. This
represents the training a
trainer and Pokémon need to
go through to coordinate
with each other properly.

In advanced games, having a
new Pokémon begin at the
level of a starter might be a
severe balance problem or
break suspension of disbelief.
So, at GM discretion, assign
an EXP value closer to the
weakest Pokémon in your
party. If the GM believes it is
appropriate, they may incur
EXP Debt as outlined in
Advancement.

Cinnabar sure was
nice!

CAPTURE
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WILD ENCOUNTERS

Risin’ Up to the Top
Pokémon love competition of all kinds - read on
to get the scoop on how trainers can get in on it!

Trainer Tips!
Some Pokémon might have
movesets more suited to
exploration or utility than
battle, but maybe the real
optimization was the
friends we made along the
way.

There are as many ways to battle with Pokémon as there are
people under the sun! Different regions and cultures have
different ideas of what constitutes a Pokémon battle, and
different Pokémon Leagues have different rules and regulations
to abide by.

In general, though, you’re not going to stray too far outside the
examples provided in this section. Or maybe you will - I’m not
Bob Game Freak. Even so, the formats in the section ahead
should be more than enough to get the gears turning and give
GMs and players an idea of what to expect in most games!

It’s dangerous to walk in the tall grass
without a Pokémon!

Pokémon in the wild will often attack
travellers that disturb their territory or
startle them. In Pokeymanz, wild
Pokémon encounters will generally
include a few such Pokémon, or one or
two very powerful Pokémon with more
Wound boxes, Toughness, or Mastery
than normal. The goal in wild
encounters is for all players to get a
chance to participate and possibly
capture a Pokémon.

For expediency’s sake, it is adviseable
to give the non-Boss Wild Pokémon
two Wounds before they go down
instead of the full three.

BATTLE FORMATS

★

BATTLE FORMATS
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BOSS POKéMON

LEGENDARY POKéMON

Some wild Pokémon stand head and
shoulders above the rest. These Boss Pokémon
gain a Wild Die, a special d6 they roll like a
trainer die even without a trainer. They
should have uncommonly high dice in their
Moves and generally require some doing to
take down!

A Boss Pokémon also acts more frequently in
the initiative order, sometimes as often as
every other turn.

There could be many narrative justifications
for these Pokémon (and why they don’t retain
this edge when caught) - maybe they’re
channeling otherworldly energy that’s found

in the region, or maybe their hearts have been
artificially closed off in order to grant them
greater combat ability. Or maybe they’re just
like, off the fucking chain.

If something really odd is going on,
a Boss Pokémon is likely to be
involved in one way or another,
making them common
encounters at the
end of an episode
in the wild.

Does this look like
the face of mercy

Legendary Pokémon are technically up to GM
discretion to stat, but Pokeymanz as written
treats Legendaries as truly awesome and
mythical forces, beyond the power levels of
even the most well-trained Pokémon.

Their movepool should not be defined strictly,
and they should have access to potentially all
of their abilities at any given time. Their
Moves should Just Work, without rolls, unless

they have been weakened or are fighting
another Legendary or Legendary-level threat.
Finally, the scale of their abilities should far
outstrip that of a normal Pokémon’s - for
instance, Celebi’s time travel. Legendary
Pokémon take Wounds, however many the
GM thinks is appropriate, but these don’t
count down to them fainting, just how long
they will battle until they decide to retreat.

If a Legendary is actually forced to fight to
fainting, it should be a climactic event.

A Legendary Pokémon cannot be captured by
normal means, and if a plot point revolves
around a Legendary being captured, it will
likely be a journey-central event. Legendaries
may ally themselves with PCs, and if they do,
they should be treated with the same rules as
the Pokémon Ranger Edge and remain under
GM control.
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TRAINER BATTLES

GYM BATTLES

Trainer Battles have a few differences from battles with Wild
Pokémon. First, the enemy Pokémon and trainer are obviously
rolling their dice together, making them a more formidable
threat. Second, battles tend to be held in a one-on-one format
as opposed to a free-for-all. Third, the opposing trainer will
likely have multiple Pokémon with levels of Mastery!

According to league rules, Pokémon may never target
trainers in a Pokémon battle. Less than scrupulous
individuals can and will break this rule, as they
know that without a trainer’s direction, their
opponents will be in for a quick defeat.

Individual matches might have other terms
agreed to, however. A common agreement
is to use no more than the number of
Pokémon that the person with the least
Pokémon has on their person, while gym matches
might have more esoteric rules as part of their
challenge.

The standard challenge for
the would-be Pokémon
Master, Pokémon Gyms are
facilities sponsored by and
run according to the rules of
the Pokémon League. They
serve threefold as training
sites, qualifiers for the
vaunted Pokémon League,
and as centres of the

community. Gym Leaders are
expected to act to defend
their homes in times of crisis,
nurture new trainers by
giving them appropriate
challenges for their skill
levels, and hone their own
skills at Pokémon battling.

A Gym battle will often be
the capstone of a plot arc, but
it’s worth noting that Gym
badges have also been given
out by leaders who have
noted that a would-be
challenger has responded to
a local situation in a way that

proves their skills already.

Gym battles should be
tougher than regular trainer
battles, and a Gym leader
will almost certainly have a
few well-practiced combo
attacks up their sleeve. Gym
leaders will generally tailor
their team to the skill level of
the challenger - some
achieve this by keeping a B-
team of weaker Pokémon at
the ready, while others
simply hold back from their
full strength.

You done
walked into
the wrong

cave, friend
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DOUBLE BATTLES
A common type of battle is the double battle format,
sometimes referred to informally as “doubles”. The format has
some combination of trainers commanding two Pokémon at
once and/or two trainers working together. It enjoys a lot of
popularity due to the tactical complexity that Pokémon duos
provide.

It’s also more than possible that PCs will often use tricks from
this format as they battle together in a battle royale against a
nefarious team. In any case, coordination is the key in
multiple-Pokémon formats. Don’t use an AoE Surf attack next
to your friend’s Charmander!

“Why don’t I just pull out multiple Pokémon every battle
instead of one to overwhelm my opponents?”

There are two reasons. First, this practice is forbidden by
League rules unless the participants agree to

those terms of battle. Those kinds of unfair
tactics are reserved for scoundrels. Second,
directing multiple Pokémon is extremely
mentally taxing. In a double battle or even
triple battle where both sides are on even

footing, there are no modifiers, as their strain
equals out. However, a trainer that has more

Pokémon out than their opponent takes a cumulative
-2 modifier to all rolls per extra Pokémon. Most skilled
trainers top out at three Pokémon under their command at
once, anyway - and Double Battles are far more
prevalent than Triple Battles.

As an exception, if a number of people are in a battle
and whittle down the opponent to one Pokémon

that is outnumbered, no such penalties apply.
This is because bookkeeping the penalties
every group battle would be a massive pain the
trainers involved are already tired from their
efforts during the battle.

One rule about being
themed around double battles:

you have to look unhinged
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POKéMON CONTESTS
Sometimes, Pokémon and trainers want to
compete somewhere else besides the
battlefield. While the specifics vary from
region to region, one practice sticks out from
the rest - Pokémon Contests, where trainers
gather to make dazzling spectacles with their
Pokemon for the enjoyment and amazement
of the crowd.

While not every region enjoys a formal contest
circuit, use this format to represent any
contest of skill that takes place in front of an
audience or a panel of judges.

Even so, mechanically, contests have a lot in

common with battles. In a contest, the
Wounds Pokémon sustain are generally
Wounds of PRIDE. If a Pokémon rolls an
“attack”, it’s to grab the spotlight from their
opponent or to get ahead in points. Status
Effects shouldn’t show up in contests, would
be what a COWARD would say. Instead of
having traditional burns, try the burn of
knowing your opponent’s Rattata is in the top
percentage of all Rattatas.

If your group doesn’t want Contests to be a
major focus, just roll them as simple opposed
rolls. If you want to get the most of them,
however, read on.
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POKéMON CONTESTS (CONTINUED)
Contests have two phases.

The first is the Appeal Round. In a traditional
contest, this is when trainers get a chance to
show off their Pokémon individually. A trainer
and their Pokémon can make creative use of a
Move to make a spectacle showcasing
whatever the Contest is geared towards - for
instance, using Frenzy Plant to create a tree
with a blossoming rain of sakura petals on the
stage to showcase its grace in a beauty
contest.

When looking at other types of contests, the
Appeal Round is more like the preparation
round. Trainers might, for example, take the
time before a big race to research their
opponents, perform kayfabe before a wrestling
match, or run last-minute checks on
equipment.

During the Appeal Round, trainers and
Pokémon make an appropriate roll and check
the results. If they get a Hit, the player (Or
GM, for NPCs) gets to define one of the Arena
Features or Hazards in the next round. This is
generally not an in-character choice; it just
represents their leg up on everyone else. If
they get a Critical Hit, one of their opponents
also has a mishap going into the next round.
This could be anything from being psyched
out by how awesome the opponent’s
performance was to an unfortunate twist of
fate shooting them in the foot. If the trainer is
less than wholesome, it could be that they got
away with literal sabotage - however, such
tactics would certainly disqualify them if they
were caught.

The Main Round is where the real action
happens. As noted, run this as a normal

trainer battle or encounter, but put special
focus on uses of Moves that follow the theme
of the contest in question, giving them +1
bonuses for fitting the theme or even a +2 if
the Move’s use is particularly genius in the
circumstances. Style over substance!
Pokémon who take Wounds to fainting have
simply lost spirit, failed to keep up in points, or
have lost the crowd’s approval in the face of
their opponent’s skill.

As a final note, Pokémon Contests are a great
opportunity for team synergy. Moreso than
gym battles, try to get multiple members of
the party on the stage if possible.

This is the ideal Pokémon. You may not like it,
but this is what peak performance looks like
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SIDELINE COMMENTARY

The Peanut Gallery
Coaching: In Pokeymanz, it’s not only
tournament legal, but expected!

“Haha yeah Ash sure is getting owned out there”
- The anime probably

One of the major stumbling blocks in
translating Pokémon to the TTRPG realm is the
simple fact that most Pokémon stories revolve
around one person challenging a lot of Gyms
while their friends sit on the sidelines and
watch. While this can be fun for a one-off
session, many players will want to have battles
and contests solo pretty consistently - and it
would take some doing to remove this
element from the setting entirely!

It’s possible to have games without this
element, and some Pokémon media have the
protagonists running around not even
bothering with badges (eg. Gold in the GSC
arc of Pokémon Special), but for those that
want to have some of the classic flair, here is a
set of rules to allow the entire party to get
involved in otherwise solo encounters.

The headliner(s) - the trainer or trainers
actually handling the encounter - and their
opponents are the only ones able to make
direct Moves against each other. They take
their turns as in a standard battle or contest.

Everyone else gets one commentary token.

Trainer Tips!
Good friends support their
friends, but if their friends aren’t
supporting them, then they’re
not very good friends. Surround
yourself with the type of people
who get excited for you!

SIDELINE COMMENTARY
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COMMENTARY TOKENS

COMMENTARY TOKEN EFFECTS
◓ The commentator may negate a successful

attack on one of the Pokémon involved,
once per battle per commentator.

◓ The commentator may add a previously
unknown feature to the arena, within
reason. Their player must be able to
explain why it would be A) there, and B)
hidden or absent until now.

◓ The commentator may change an existing
feature of the arena, within reason.

◓ The commentator may “create” a hazard
on the field that all participants must
contend with, by “noticing” something
important.

◓ The commentator may roll one of their
own skills to affect the battle, with GM
approval. (Note: some uses of this

maneuver may not be League-sanctioned.
Coaching your friend is probably okay!
Punching out the opposing trainer may get
them in big trouble!)

◓ The commentator may turn one
Pokémon’s type immunity into a
resistance.

◓ The commentator may grant their ally a
reroll as if they had spent a Mastery.

With commentary tokens, commentators can
influence their allies’ battles from the
sidelines! As stated above, all commentators
begin the battle with one token. Every time an
ally’s Pokémon faints, commentators recover
one token, to a maximum of their starting
number.

They may spend a token at any point in the
encounter to use one of the effects listed in
the section below.

Players must roleplay out their commentary -
they are encouraged to find justifications for
how the mechanical effects of their spent
tokens are actually happening. These
explanations can be just as creative as any use
of a Move. The GM is the ultimate arbiter of

whether a given use of a token makes sense.

For instance, a trainer might point out that
their friend has been training intensely in the
nearby lava fields and so their Bayleef has
developed a strategy of wearing razor leaves
on the bottom of its feet in order to withstand
hot ground, and thus it gets a reroll to escape
the effects of a hot coals hazard.

Alternatively, these tokens could represent
simple moral support, or the declaration of a
rival driving the headliner on with a heated
utterance of “you can’t lose here!”. In more
comedic games, the commentary could be
hilariously convoluted, consist of actively
stating the obvious, or be straight-up unhelpful
sass.
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Everyone loves optional rules to make a more modular system, which is
why GURPS is played by everyone and is the first thing you think of when
you think Tabletop RPG. More seriously, here are some rules to take out
the -lite out of rules-lite and customize Pokeymanz to your your group.

OPTIONAL SYSTEMS

Pokeymanz tries to keep it slim for a few
reasons. First, it’s intended to account for a lot
of variables by making calls at the table, and
having less hard guidelines makes for less stuff
to look up in the book itself. Second, because
GMs will be doing a lot of said calls, keeping
the number of subsystems down helps relieve
some of the load. Third, less hard rules means
more flexibility to mod in custom content.
Fourth, though people like that certainly exist
and are indeed valid, not everyone enjoys
doing taxes.

But what if you want to have a little more
crunch on some things? What if you find the
capture rules too streamlined, or want to add
in something you found cool from the games,
manga, or anime?

There’s nothing stopping you! Pokeymanz
acknowledges that every table is different, and
that everyone will want a slightly different
experience out of the game. The core rules
have been engineered to be a little vague and
a little barebones, but in the upcoming
section, there are some possible options to get
some of the complexity of some of Pokémon’s
more indepth gameplay systems into your
group’s game.

And, of course, there’s nothing stopping good
old homebrew.

DLC but for a Book

OPTIONAL RULES
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CAPTURE CHANCE

Gacha - uh, I
Mean “Gotcha!”

Are you even a REAL
fan if you don’t know

about the TYPING
BALL

There’s no feeling quite like it.

By default, the rules of Pokeymanz say “you
just do” in regards to capturing a Pokémon
when an encounter has been cleared. Want to
re-incorporate the fun of pressing “A” at the
beginning of every shake in hopes that the
Pokémon stays in the damn ball and praying

to any higher power that is listening that you
didn’t just use your last Dusk Ball when it
breaks free?

These rules are for you!

THE CHECKLIST
As with the default rules, you generally get the
chance to throw your Pokéballs at the end of
an encounter, at a defeated Pokémon. You
also still automatically capture a befriended
Pokémon - after all, there’s no chance of
breaking free if the Pokémon isn’t resisting.

Here’s the difference - when using the Capture
Chance rules, when a trainer goes to capture a
Pokémon at the end of an encounter, quickly
complete the following checklist:

□ The Pokémon fainted by the end of the
encounter

□ The Pokémon was dispatched quickly

□ The Pokémon had a major status effect
during the encounter (Counts for two!)

□ The Pokémon is not a Boss Pokémon

□ The trainer has the Capture Specialist Edge
(Counts for two!)

Once that has been completed, count the
number of boxes checked off. Add one to this
total if your group is using the Item rules and
the trainer uses an applicable special
Pokéball. Roll a d6. If the trainer rolls that
number or lower, or the “Capture Threshold”,
the Pokémon has successfully been captured.
If not, it breaks out of the ball and escapes.
GMs may feel free to add or subtract items
from the checklist to suit their game.

If the number totals six or higher before
rolling, it’s a critical capture! There’s no need
to roll; the Pokémon was automatically
caught.
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ITEMS

Get in Losers We’re
Going Shopping

In the core game, items are kept intentionally vague and
narrative so as not to bog down the system. However, if your
group is looking for a little extra something to spice up battles
and encounters, adding items is a good way to add another
dimension to the game.

Adding Items to your game opens up, just to start, new ways to
use trainer attributes, held items to add depth to battles, and
resource management for more survival-focused games.
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MONEY
Pokédollars don’t grow on trees. Most trainers
have enough to get by on, but to have enough
to spend on extra supplies requires extra effort.
Pokeymanz won’t keep track of the exact
number of Pokédollars that a trainer took from
a small child’s lunch money after beating up
their single Caterpie, but trainers using this
system should record a general “Money”
number on their sheet.

At the beginning of their journey, a trainer
should start with 0 Money. A trainer that starts
with the Always Prepared Edge should start
with 2 Money.

Money can be acquired in a number of ways.
Beating trainers in a battle or contest is one,
but an individual character might have a
legitimate employment attached to their
calling, or even have a job to “pay the bills”
that isn’t related to their calling. The trainer
should work with the GM to figure out where
their money comes from while creating the
character.

Here’s a list of (non-exhaustive) examples:

◓ Beating a trainer in a Pokémon Battle or
Contest

◓ Capturing a certain threshold of Pokémon
for research or other purposes

◓ Submitting an outstanding picture to your
magazine’s editor

◓ Discovering and documenting
archaeological finds

◓ Delivering important packages or
documents

◓ Solving an issue or crisis that puts the
trainer in line for hazard pay

The pay should be proportional to the
accomplishment. A bug catcher is only going
to give the aspiring Pokémon Master their
pocket money of 1 Money, whereas
triumphing over the Admin of an Evil Team, a
story arc achievement, might net their
considerable 3 Money.

Generally speaking, give out 1 Money for
small accomplishments, 2 Money for difficult
accomplishments, and 3 Money for extreme
or capstone accomplishments.

Portraying gambling as a
reliable way to get nice

things in a kid’s game was
bad and all but I wish
people would give me
casino chips to sod off

ENCUMBRANCE
The bane of many systems. How much can
one human lug around in a backpack? There’s
no hard and fast rule, but if GMs want to avoid
stockpiling, let trainers hold eight or so
named items on their person at a time. They
can always store extras in their PC.

The fact that this means that one person could
be carrying around eight different types of
berries while another could be holding a bike,
a tent, a grappling gun, a rusty ancient sword,
etcetera… don’t think about it too hard. Go
and touch tall grass. It’ll be okay.
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TYPES OF ITEMS
There are many types of items in the Pokémon
world, and this section will attempt to give a
rough overview of the types of items available
and their prices. This is not all-encompassing;
an enterprising party may find other uses for
some cash.

Curatives (1 Money)

One-use items like potions, berries, and other
nutritious foods and herbs that will restore a
Pokémon’s health by one Wound or cure a
status effect. Can be used in or out of
encounters at the cost of a turn.

Greater Curatives (2 Money)

One-use items that can revive a Pokémon or
cure most or any status effects.

Specialty Pokéballs (1 Money)

[Only required if the group is using the
Capture Chance optional rule.] Specialty
Pokéballs like Net Balls and Dusk Balls that
only aid capture in certain circumstances, or
perhaps have an effect on how quickly the
Pokémon acclimates to its new trainer.

Stronger Pokéballs (2 Money)

[Only required if the group is using the
Capture Chance optional rule.] All-around
stronger Pokéballs that will give a greater
chance to capture any Pokémon, like Great
Balls and Ultra Balls.

Held Items, Disposable (1-2 Money)

Items that a Pokémon can hold and use in
battle on their own. These take effect either on
their trigger, like a red card automatically

switching a Pokémon out when hit, or when
the Pokémon uses them with a movement
action, like eating a berry to recover a Wound.

Held Items, Persistent (2 Money)

Items that when held by a Pokémon have a
special effect. This effect can vary greatly, but
keep them similar in scope to the limits of a
special ability (+1 in certain situations, niche
effects that trigger in specific situations, etc.).

Rare Items and Services (2-3 Money)

Technical Machines, Hidden Machines, and
tutoring can all teach Pokémon new Moves.
Evolution stones are precious and can evolve
Pokémon into new forms. Most of these kinds
of treasures don’t come cheap!

Supplies (1-2 Money)

Items of various usefulness in the field. Escape
Ropes, extra rations, Repels, and all sorts of
specialty camping or hiking equipment might
fall under supplies.

Key Items (3-? Money)

A great variety of items that are both
repeatedly usable and give a trainer a new
way to use their skills. Bikes, item finders,
pokéflutes, new apps for a Pokégear… all of
these types of items are Key Items.

https://www.serebii.net/itemdex/
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CAMPS AND SECRET BASES
In default Pokeymanz, camping is expected to
happen frequently and without much fanfare.
However, if your group is using the item
rules, they can also get into the nitty gritty of
camping and try out everyone's favourite
forgotten mechanic: Secret Bases!

Making camp is easy (in fiction).Most trainers
are assumed to have at least a one-person tent
or bedroll on their person, as well as some
very basic camping gear, as camping is a basic
necessity of Pokémon training as a vocation.
As long as they can find somewhere flood-safe
to set up, they're golden.

Secret Bases, by contrast, require a little more
effort. Secret bases are hidden nooks and
crannies of shelter in natural areas, and
sniffing out a spot like this that is suitable for
habitation generally requires either a lengthy
search, a specialized eye (such as a
Professional with an applicable skillset), or a
Pokémon with the Move Secret Power. Secret
Bases are much safer, more hidden, and more
comfortable than camps.

Both camps and Secret Bases, once
established, can make use of a special type of
item called Decorations.

Decorations (2-? Money)

Items that are suitable to bring out in Camps or
Secret Bases that give the party of trainers a
bonus or utility while they aren't on the move.
A big pot to cook healing curry, relaxing
Pokédolls, a workbench and equipment to
craft a certain type of item, a radio antenna to
establish an internet connection out in the
wild... these are all feasible Decorations.

Decorations are similar to Key Items, but they
are not able to be carried in a trainer's
inventory. They're too large and cumbersome.
Instead, trainers using this ruleset are assumed
to be carrying a small laptop equipped with a
similar technology to a trainer's PC that can
hold and deploy Decorations when the trainer
has enough time and space to sit down and set
up. Each trainer can have as many
Decorations as they want stored away, but
most camps and Secret Bases only have space
for about as many Decorations at once as the
number of trainers in the party.

Objectively the best base
don’t @ me
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EDGES & HINDRANCE CHANGES
If the Item optional rules are being used, the
effect of the Always Prepared Edge is altered
(changes in italics):
(. . .) Once per encounter, the trainer can
produce any disposable item that costs 1
Money or less as though they already had it on
hand. This includes held items, which may be
retroactively considered to have been held by
the Pokémon all along so long as they weren’t
already holding something. They have to use
it right away. Generally speaking, the trainer
can also easily procure functional lodgings,
and gains a +2 bonus to hunt down
uncommon items in any circumstance where
they are available to find.
Likewise, the Always Broke Hindrance is also
altered as such:
(. . .) The character is able to cover the
essentials like food and lodging along their
journey, but the trainer finds accumulating
Money extremely difficult. Any time the
Trainer would get Money, halve the amount
they would otherwise receive and round up. (.
. .)
The Trump Card Edge is altered with the Item
rules, too. Because Trump Card is meant to

represent a wide variety of “gimmick” power-
up mechanics, some of which have items
(such as Mega Stones or Z-Crystals) as
requirements, some thought needs to be put
into how to acquire said items.

When Trump Card is taken, you decide its
form as normal, with approval from the GM. If
a Trump Card does not require an item, like
Dynamaxing, decide its requirements as
normal. If it does require some type of item,
decide what form that item takes. Anyone
who takes the Trump Card Edge in this form
begins with an item that allows them to use
one facet of the Trump Card (a specific
Pokémon’s Mega Stone, one type of Z-Crystal,
etcetera) as well as the means and knowledge
to use it (A keystone, knowing how to perform
a Z-Move). Further Trump Card Items must be
found, bought, or given to the trainer over the
course of their Journey.

Trump Card Item (3-4 Money)

Brimming with mysterious energy, an
incredibly rare item that allows the use of a
specific type of Trump Card. Mega Stones, Z-
Crystals, and other such items provide
Pokémon massive power and fantastical
alterations in short bursts.

While the item type above has a suggested
cost, GMs should feel free to lock Trump Card
items behind player achievements like trials,
contests, as a reward for going off the beaten
path, or other exceptionally difficult
encounters. If they do this, it is encouraged
that they communicate with their players
about it ahead of time.

Don’t worry guys, I
bought a giant laser
last time we were at

the mall
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NEW EDGE: ITEMCRAFTER

Itemcrafter
The trainer is an exceptional craftsperson of
one sort or another and specializes in making
a certain type of Item (eg. Held Items, TMs
and HMs, Key Items), chosen when they take
this Edge.

Though attributes, such as those from the
Professional Edge, may be used to make
temporary gadgets or remedies on the fly
(Curatives are never persistent and can simply
be made or acquired with attribute rolls
and/or Money), an Itemcrafter can make items
that last. Given the right conditions, an
Itemcrafter can make a piece of equipment
themselves for half the Money cost of buying
it (rounded up).

To make an Item, the trainer needs time,
generally an episode’s worth or one
downtime. It’s difficult to sit down and make
things while constantly on the go. In addition,
they need some sort of raw material. A TM or
HM might require access to a Pokémon with
the appropriate Move, or a Spell Tag might
require decent quality paper and ink. Lastly,
they need appropriate facilities to work with.
Someone building a bike needs a space to put
together the parts and tools or Pokémon to
help put everything together.

A trainer may take the Itemcrafter Edge
multiple times to be able to craft different
categories of Items.
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POKéMON EGGS

It Just Appeared
One Day...

We were taking care of
your Pokémon, and -

ACQUIRING POKéMON EGGS

No one’s quite sure how it happens, but from
time to time, when Pokémon gather together,
eggs appear! Those eggs can be taken care of
and hatched by trainers and their Pokémon.
Since game series staples like IVs aren’t a
factor in Pokeymanz, Pokémon breeding and
a complicated series of subsystems to support
it aren’t a necessity. And since one of the goals
of Pokeymanz is to create a system where all
Pokémon have the chance to be equally
useful, a complicated breeding system for

creating the ubermon is something that’s best
left to individual groups if they desire it.
However, hatching Pokémon eggs can be fun
and rewarding for anyone!

Acquiring a Pokémon egg could happen in
many ways. An egg could be entrusted to a
trainer by a Pokémon professor, or the steward
of a Pokémon day care, where eggs often pop
up for mysterious reasons. A trainer could

even be given an egg to take care of by wild
Pokémon, in dire circumstances or simply
because they believe that their egg may be
happy and stimulated with a human
companion. A trainer may even find their
calling or make a living in hatching eggs for
others!
A player may or may not know what species
of Pokémon is bound to hatch from their egg
- it depends on how they received it, and what
kind of information is available to them! A GM
may pick a species in secret to surprise a
player.
A Pokémon egg takes up one slot in the
trainer’s party.

They know.
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INCUBATION
One thing is clear about the care of Pokémon
eggs - they require proximity to other
Pokémon, particularly Pokémon that are
actively putting their abilities to use, to hatch.
A Pokémon egg must be treated with a certain
amount of care, but unlike eggs in our own
world, it is hardy enough to take a tumble
every now and then. That said, GMs and
players are incredibly discouraged from
setting up situations where eggs come to
genuine physical harm.

An egg should take a while to hatch, usually a
few episodes. The GM is the final arbiter of
when a Pokémon will hatch from its egg,
though a player has input to the process as
well. During this time, the trainer may direct

Pokémon EXP to the unhatched egg, which
will be applied when the egg hatches. Eggs
react well to the stimulus of being around
active Pokémon and trainers!

HATCHING EGGS
When an egg hatches, a Pokémon comes out!
The Pokémon in question will always be the
first of its evolution line. For the trainer’s
patience, hatched Pokémon have a few
benefits right out the gate:

◓ Similar to Starter Pokémon, a hatched
Pokémon will always start with one
Mastery.

◓ Any accumulated Pokémon EXP will be
applied immediately to the Pokémon,
however the player chooses.

◓ Hatched Pokémon may know an Egg
Move; one Move that is normally outside
of their moveset will be in their starting
Moves (This can be any Move, even a
Move not on their ingame Egg Moves list -
with common sense exceptions things like
signature Legendary Pokémon Moves!).

Hatching may happen at any time, but for
some odd reason, it has a tendency to happen
during dramatic moments. Pokémon sure are
fascinating! (It might be a good idea for a GM
to communicate this to a player beforehand
and give them some of the details to prepare,
so as not to grind things to a halt to stat the
new Pokémon during a climactic battle.)

But who watches the Egg Watch?
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FOSSIL RESTORATION
Fossils are a staple of the Pokémon games
going right back to the first one. Pokémon
DNA, apparently much hardier than that of
their real-world counterparts, can survive the
fossilization process and summarily be used
to “restore” (realistically, clone) the long-
departed tissue sample. Generally speaking, a
trainer will find a fossil early on and lug it
around for weight training in their backpack
until the appropriate facilities can be found to
make a Pokémon out of it.
Because of this, in Pokeymanz, fossils can be
treated very similarly to Pokémon eggs. Like
eggs, while the trainer has them on their
person, they can assign part of their Pokémon
EXP to the fossil to be applied when it is
revived. They may also assign an Egg Move to
the revived fossil Pokémon, representing
anything from previously unknown variations
of the ancient species’ moveset to a DNA mix-
up in the lab.

However, carrying around a fossil is not the
same as making a nurturing, active bond with
an egg. Fossil Pokémon do not start with the
bonus Mastery that Pokemon hatched from
eggs do. Additionally, a fossil cannot be
revived on its own with time like an egg being
incubated; the trainer will need to find the
right facilities, like a high-tech lab, machine,
extreme time dilation field, or some kind of
straight up magic at GM discretion to make
the fossil into a living, breathing Pokémon.
For simplicity’s sake and also because it is
funny, the benefits of the new Pokémon
Breeder Edge on the following page apply to
Fossil Pokémon as well.

It’s more of an art than a
science, really
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NEW EDGE: POKéMON BREEDER

Pokémon
Breeder

The trainer is unusually adept at finding and
hatching Pokémon eggs, whether because of
technical skill in taking care of Pokémon or a
soul-deep connection that resonates
somehow with the growing Pokémon within
the egg.

Pokémon Breeders can always find an egg as
long as there are Pokémon around. Wild
Pokémon, if peaceful towards the trainer, will
generally feel comfortable handing over their
eggs to be raised by them, sensing their
disposition. They will also be able to find any
nearby day care centres.

In addition, Pokémon Breeders really make
the most of their time with an egg. Any EXP
directed towards an egg during its incubation
will be multiplied by 1.5, rounded down,
when the egg hatches. The hatched Pokémon
may also know up to two Egg Moves.
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MOMENTUM

By the Skin of
Their Teeth!

Every failure is an opportunity
to learn, and learn you shall.

It never feels good to be a loser just because
of bad luck.

While failure exists in Pokeymanz to give
stakes to any given action, the fact of the
matter is that sometimes the dice can screw
you over big time. This is a natural part of the
tabletop RPG experience - we’ve all had that
one session where we failed action after
action and felt sidelined.
Mastery exists to mitigate this, and it works - to
a point! The dice luck in Pokeymanz is tilted
in favour of the players, and that helps - to a
point! For groups that find these measures to
be insufficient, GMs and players can make use
of a system called Momentum.

Using Momentum, when a player fails a roll,
they can choose to make things more

interesting for a benefit further down the line.
The player can propose to treat the roll as
though they had rolled Ekans Eyes, and
choose or allow the GM to choose a
complication to add to the situation. If the GM
chooses the complication, its effects might not
be immediately obvious!
If the GM chooses to allow it, the
complication occurs and the player regains a
spent Mastery on a Pokémon of their choice.
There are some obvious caveats to this. If the
GM feels there is no viable way to
meaningfully complicate the situation, they
may reject this bid for Momentum. Likewise, if
the players are just throwing around dice for
fun, like in social interactions with one
another, a severe complication might not
make sense.
There is one other way to make use of
Momentum - a player can choose to “invoke”
a Hindrance, suffering a complication related
to it as long as it makes sense for the situation,
regaining a Mastery as above. This gives
Hindrances a bigger, more active role in play!“Yeah, sure, I’ll take a complication! What

could go wrong?”
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POKéMON AS PCS

Who Needs
Trainers?

Not included: the
quiz you skipped to
get the species you
wanted

As wide and varied as human
and Pokémon dynamics are,
sometimes players want to
explore other options.
Maybe they want to be
Meowth from Team Rocket,
or maybe they want to
change up the game’s
assumed structure and get
creative, or more likely,
they’re a Pokémon Mystery
Dungeon fan and they
pressed Ctrl+F and typed
“Playing as Pokémon” from
the title page. I respect it.
If the game and GM allow it,
here is a set of rules to allow
players to play as one
singular Pokémon, or a “PC
Pokémon”, in Pokeymanz.
The character sheet for PC
Pokémon can be found here!

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-LJ_rBzgwsFmA_WDX1Poyf-qTyMl5ZWD1eRPGLxrjok/edit?usp=sharing
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THEIR OWN POKéMON
A PC Pokémon is almost always exceptional
in some way. There are a few things that
separate them from a run-of-the-mill
Pokémon, in terms of how they play:
• They cannot be caught in a Pokéball -

whether this means they are already
technically registered under a trainer, they
have too much force of will to be caught,
or there is another story reason for this,
they are never at risk of being forced to be
a partner Pokémon.

• They have their own Callings, like a
trainer.

• They have Wild Skills, which are akin to
Trainer Attributes: Heart, Strength,
Wisdom, and Acuity.

• A PC Pokémon has Potential instead of
Mastery.

• A PC Pokémon is built similarly to a starter
with the I Choose You! Edge, boasting six
Moves. However, they still take only three
Wounds to knock out.

• They experience the Shaken Status
Condition instead of immediately taking
Wounds.

• They have the option of taking Edges and
Hindrances with GM approval, with the
same rules as trainer creation, and can take
Pokémon Edges and Hindrances, unique to
PC Pokémon.

If a PC Pokémon is played in a party of human
trainers, it is highly advised that they have
some means of communicating clearly with
the rest of the party. This could be psychic
telepathy, the remarkable ability to use human
speech at the expense of a Move slot or by
taking the human-talk Edge detailed later in
this section, or creative use of other more
esoteric abilities. Another potential solution is
to have at least one member of the trainers in
the party have the ability to communicate with
Pokémon, or for a plot contrivance to give all
the party the ability to understand the PC
Pokémon specifically. Pick whatever works
best for your game.
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THE SHAKEN CONDITION

WILD SKILLS

Pokeymanz does away with Savage Worlds’
Shaken condition for a very simple reason: a
battle with a full or even partial team of
Pokémon would take forever if they didn’t go
down quickly. A PC Pokémon, however, has
no team or teammates to send out, and thus
must by necessity be more sturdy.

When a PC Pokémon is struck with a blow
that would normally inflict a Wound, they
instead gain the Shaken status condition, as
noted to the right, and are only Wounded if
their Toughness is met while they are Shaken.
A Critical Hit that would normally inflict two
Wounds will inflict the Shaken Condition
AND deal a Wound!

Shaken
The Pokémon is temporarily rattled, distracted, or
shocked and must make an Acuity roll (Plus a d6)
to act this turn.

On a failure, they remain Shaken and can only take a
Movement Action this turn. On a Hit, they break out
of their Shaken status but still may only take a
Movement Action. On a Critical Hit, they break free
and can take their Battle Action immediately.

The Pokémon can spend a Potential to
automatically succeed with a Critical Hit on a roll to
clear the Shaken status.

Recall, notice, and
infer facts about the
world. Grasp the abstract.

Wisdom

Push your body to
the limit, go fast, and use
brute force.

Strength

Think on your feet
and react. Coordinate with
others in battle.

Acuity

Same as trainers.
Pokémon & humans

have hearts in common.

Heart

Like trainer attributes, each Wild Skill represents a
different approach to any given situation.

Wild Skills are dice that are rolled alongside a
PC Pokémon’s rolls, like trainer attributes.
More indepth than the Wild Die, these are
roughly analogous to each trainer attribute.
Stat them at creation like trainer attributes.

PC Pokémon Toughness is not determined by
Strength, starting at 4 like a regular
Pokémon’s. Also, unlike trainers, the most
often-used Wild Skill in battle will be Strength,
not the equivalent of Tactics.

We Fudged it a Little
It should be noted that, canonically, even the
most skilled Pokémon is not quite on the same
level as a human being when it comes to
abstract thinking, and the best results come
from humans and Pokémon working together.
However, the PC Pokémon rules bend this
aspect of canon a little for the sake of allowing
a different experience with minimal gameplay
bumps. For the purposes of the rules, a
Pokémon’s rolls with Wild Skills are
comparable to a trainer and their Pokémons’.
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POTENTIAL

ADVANCEMENT

Potential is mechanically identical to Mastery,
and in all applicable cases where Mastery is
listed as a requirement, Potential can be spent
interchangeably.
Instead of representing a Pokémon’s bond
with and trust in their trainer’s guidance,
however, Potential represents the X-factor
that allows a PC Pokémon to push against
their boundaries, grow, and translate their
conviction to amazing feats.
PC Pokémon start with one free Potential at
character creation, similar to a Starter
Pokémon.Cringe

PC Pokémon get Advancements in the same
way that trainers get trainer advancement,
and can spend it on a few things:

• They can increase a Wild Skill by one die
step

• They can buy an Edge, as detailed later in
this section

• They can overcome a Hindrance as normal

Lacking a trainer’s guidance to hone their
abilities, however, a PC Pokémon gains less
Pokémon EXP. They spend it in the same way
as a regular Pokémon, but the EXP gained
each session is quartered and rounded down
to a minimum of 1.

PC Pokémon can use a block of downtime to
retrain their own Moves from their level-up
Moveset, and have the same rules for
Evolution as those highlighted in the Evolution
section of Learning New Moves.

Then the GM can throw more danger at you! :)

AlsoCringe
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With GM approval, PC Pokémon may have
access to the standard Edges and Hindrances
in the trainer creation section, if perhaps
tweaked a little to allow for their nonhuman
nature. There are some limitations, however.
Core Edges that should not ever be viable for
a PC Pokémon include: Capture Specialist, I
Choose You!, Martial Artist, Pokémon Rider,
Itemcrafter and Pokémon Breeder.

Core Hindrances that should not ever be
viable for a PC Pokémon include: NPC-Faced,
Partnerless.

These Edges and Hindrances mostly either
involve actions specific to Pokémon trainers
working with a team of Pokémon, or conflict

with the changes made to the PC Pokémon
sheet to allow it to be played independently of
a trainer.
In the case of Itemcrafter, Pokémon simply
cannot conceptualize the abstraction that
crafting requires on the same level as humans,
and their crafting capabilities are limited to
simple one-use items and natural curatives via
Professional skills or other means. In settings
where humans are not present, this Edge is
more viable.

Though there are limits to what Edges and
Hindrances PC Pokémon can take from the
base set, they also have exclusive access to
their own set of Pokémon Edges and
Hindrances.

POKéMON EDGES AND HINDRANCES

“It’s from the GM! It says ‘if you take No Guard on Honedge and give it a One Hit KO Egg Move
I am not liable for what rocks may fall’.”
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POKéMON EDGES

Hidden Ability
The Pokémon has trained hard to focus on
their innate species' traits. They have two
Special Abilities. Design the extra ability
according to the normal Special Ability rules.
Contrary to the name, this additional ability
does not have to be the Pokémon’s ingame
Hidden Ability, which is always an option by
default when choosing Special Abilities for a
Pokémon.

Requirement: The abilities’ effects may not
contradict each other.

Human-Talk

The Pokémon can speak a human language,
understanding and being understood with the
same clarity as human-to-human
communication. Some Pokémon may not
have the biology to speak human language
verbally; in those cases, taking this Edge
allows them to read, write, telepathically
project, or sign as appropriate. By plot
contrivance, all humans in the party and most
humans the Pokémon meets can understand
this method of Human-talk unless there is a
specific reason for them not to (ie. illiteracy).

A Pokémon that already sacrificed a Move
slot to be understood in Human-talk as per the
Custom Moves section may immediately
reallocate it to an appropriate Move when
they take this Edge.

And with interspecies
communication comes

harmony, peace, and - sorry
wait you wanted to play a

villain??
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POKéMON EDGES, CONTINUED

Human Bean
The Pokémon has mastered, if not passing as
a human, then at least passing under their
notice. Humans have to make a Research Roll
to notice if the Pokémon is out of place
among humans; this roll is only triggered if the
Pokémon does something overtly suspicious.
Gullible humans don't get this roll.

The Pokémon may also use human
technology if their biology allows interface
with it, with a Wisdom Roll. If the Pokémon
also has Human-Talk, they don’t have to roll
Wisdom unless a Research roll would be
called for for a human trainer in the same
situation.

The Pokémon has a friend, minion, or
tagalong. Stat them like a regular Pokémon
with a d6 in every Move, and without
Toughness or Wounds. They go down when
the PC Pokémon does and are considered to
automatically follow their leader when they
use Movement actions. On your turn, they
can use your Battle Action to use one of their
Moves.

Similar to normal Pokémon, the Partner
Pokémon is played by the player of the PC
Pokémon.

Requirement: Partners rely on their PC
Pokémon for guidance, and a partner is not
the same as a trainer. Their Moves are not
able to be bought up with the PC Pokémon’s
Pokémon EXP, and even if the PC Pokémon
has the Move Tutor Edge, they cannot extend
its effects to their Partner, only themselves.

Partner

Awww it’s okay man maybe
you’ll get into Unite
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POKéMON EDGES, CONTINUED

Pokérus
The Pokémon has a a rare, benign, mysterious
disease that increases their potential to learn.
They may take their downtime to train
themselves in Moves that they could normally
only learn from their species’ TM, Tutor, or
Egg Move list in addition to their natural level-
up Moves.

Trusted
Advice

The Pokémon is no one’s but their own, but
even they know that sometimes human help
can get you out of a pinch. Once per
encounter, the Pokémon can work with a
human for their Battle Action and let them
give direction, adding the trainer’s relevant
die as though they had rolled to assist but
without spending their battle action to do so.
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POKéMON HINDRANCES

Minor Hindrance:

For whatever reason, this Pokémon's
connection with their species' abilities is less
than other Pokémon. This could be because
they were raised away from a trainer or parent
that should have taught them how to use their
natural talents, they are disabled in this
specific way, or a more esoteric reason like a
curse or an inability to access an inner energy
because of personal shortcomings. The end
result is that the Pokémon doesn't have access
to a Special Ability.

Requirement: Cannot be taken with Hidden
Ability. If taking this Hindrance and taking
away the Special Ability would be a net
positive, as determined by the GM, instead
make the hindering Special Ability more
severe. Nice try, Slaking players.

Stunted

Minor Hindrance:

The Pokémon has one Move that would be
super duper great and immensely useful if it
didn't keep blowing up in their face
somehow every time they try to use it. Choose
one of the Pokémon's non-status Moves;
failure while using this Move is treated as
Ekans Eyes; If the Pokémon rolls a natural
Ekans Eyes, the roll cannot be rerolled with
Potential.

That One Move

Papier-mâché
Major Hindrance:

The Pokémon has a supercharged weakness,
taking even more damage from Super-
Effective Moves than your typical Pokémon.
Any time their opponent would get +2 for a
Move being Super Effective against this
Pokémon, add another +2. The total bonus
between all weaknesses cannot exceed +6.

EVERY TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIME
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It’s a thankless job, but someone’s got to do it! GMing is one of those tasks
that everyone has opinions on, but practical experience is king. Even so,
there are tips and tools of the trade that can help. Happy gaming!

GAME MASTERING

GMing in Pokeymanz is a lot of work. A GM’s
job is to set up the situation and the story,
present challenges, and then make a lot (a
LOT) on calls on what does and doesn’t fly. As
a very open and narrative system, Pokeymanz
asks a lot of a prospective Game Master.

Pulling aside the curtain, the design goals in
Pokeymanz has been to make a rules structure
where PCs can ask to do something cool and
the rules don’t hamper that from happening,
and for the book not to have to list every single
possible Move, Pokémon, and edge case. This
means that the system asks for a GM (and
players) that are willing to improvise, even
more so than in most other systems.

However, GMs are not alone! In this section,
guidelines and resources for GMs will be laid
out to help lift some of that burden and give an
idea of what’s necessary to run a game of
Pokeymanz.

Real footage of a first-time GM learning on
the job

Riding the Lightning

GMING BASICS
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GENERAL ADVICE
GMing is a balancing act between improv and preparation, and is an intensely collaborative
process. For foundational advice, the following principles are good to keep in mind:

1
It’s hard for many GMs, especially beginners, to wrap their
head around, but the story belongs to the main characters,
not just the person running the game. Its major elements
should revolve around them and their personal struggles, and
you should be rooting for their success. Challenges should be
aimed toward forcing them to grow and become stronger,
both mechanically and as people.

Be the PCs’ Biggest Fans

2
You can’t predict what the PCs will do. Players are wonderful,
chaotic creatures that exist to do exactly the opposite of what
you thought they would. To avoid this derailing your plans,
keep them flexible and present the players with a problem
that they need to figure out how to tackle instead of having
a set idea of the answer in mind yourself.

Present Situations, Not Rails

3 Pay Attention to your Players
Different players find joy in different aspects of the game. To
ensure that people are engaged, watch what your players
respond to with enthusiasm and what bores them. Watch for
character moments and conflicts that you can use that arise
naturally. Deploy problems that allow people to indulge in
the part of the game they love, and keep an eye out to make
sure that one player’s fun isn’t coming at the expense of
another’s.

4
If you’re running a game and you’re miserable doing it, stop.
No amount of others’ fun is worth forcing yourself to phone
in the motions. If you’re having burnout, discuss it with your
group honestly and frankly. And if your players expect you to
keep going when you’re miserable, get new players. They’re
breaking Golden Rule One.

Have Fun

Oh, and GMs
get first dibs
on snacks. It’s

only fair!
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THE UNWRITTEN AUTHORITY

“YES, AND”

As a side note, as the GM, you will be viewed
as an authority figure at the table. This may
put you in the place of needing to step in to
mediate some kind of conflict, or in the worst
case, having to make a difficult call about your
players and their behaviour. Communication
is on everyone, but be ready to have this role

thrust upon you as the final arbiter, and make
decisions about what you will and will not
allow at your table.

Note that this doesn’t mean you need to be the
group’s therapist, just that you need to hold
people accountable and be ready to make a
hard call if one needs to be made.

Pokeymanz is a system that puts a lot on the
GM. It asks them to make interpretations on
the fly, to play fast and loose with the rules,
and to allow just enough bullshit to make
things interesting while keeping the reins on
enough for things to be a challenge.

As a GM, you may find “Yes, and” to be a
helpful guiding principle. The idea is, is that
when someone asks to do something, it’s
usually better to allow them to try it and then
give the action consequences that make things
more interesting than to outright say no.

There are absolutely situations where a GM
should put their foot down and say no. When
an action is totally inappropriate to the tone or
setting of the game, when an action should be
impossible or ridiculously implausible, or
when someone at the table is triggered by or
made uncomfortable by an in-character action
in a way they didn’t sign up for… all of these
are scenarios when the fun of the game is
being compromised and it should be
appropriate to give a hard “no”.

However, by and large, if someone wants to
try to attack a Rhydon’s horn to bypass their
immunity to electricity or something, give

them a shot at it. Make it hard, have there be
consequences (ie. The Rhydon’s attacks are
now supercharged, the electricity dissipating
into the ground has caused a colony of
Pokémon to be disturbed, the check is at a -2,
the list goes on), but have fun with it.

YES, AND IT
KICKS ASS
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SAFETY TOOLS
Safety Tools are a collective name for
techniques to avoid players and GMs being
harmed at the game table when traumatic or
triggering material comes up in a game.

The greatest safety tool of all is open
communication, and as mentioned above, the
GM will generally have an unequal burden
here because of their de facto position as an
authority figure over the game. Players should
all be considerate of each others’ needs, and
in an ideal world, everyone would look out for
each other. In fact, if you are a player reading
this section, I encourage you not to leave it all
up to the GM and simply to abide by the
golden rules, speak up if something is

bothering you or someone else, and be
sensitive to the needs of others.

Realistically, though, there may be situations
where a GM needs to step in and facilitate
communication between players, or rebuke
thoughtless or inappropriate behaviour. This
could be for many reasons; trauma survivors
often have difficulty processing their emotions
in the moment when something triggering hits
them, and it’s entirely possible for selective
mutism and other communication disorders to
flare up in times of stress. In general, some
people just freeze up when they’re confronted
with something that makes them scared or
upset.

Society if everyone
used Safety Tools

SAFETY TOOLS
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SAFETY TOOLS, CONTINUED
So what techniques can be deployed to try
and avoid these kinds of situations? Here are
some basics:

◓ GMs can ask players before a game to
submit any content that they Do
Not Want To See in a game,
either openly or privately.

◓ A “session zero” can be
held before the start of a
journey to discuss the tone
of the game and
expectations. The GM can
facilitate conversation on
what people don’t want to
see, and communicate
private wishes they’ve been
sent without revealing
individual players’
experiences.

◓ During a session zero
or otherwise, the GM
may choose to give
the players
something like the
RPG Consent Form,
which has a number
of possibly sensitive
topics listed along
with the players’ level
of comfort with them.

◓ Players and GMs can make a
habit of checking in with
each other if someone seems
uncomfortable or upset.

◓ Players or GMs can
reserve the right to

pause or suspend the game session and talk
about content that makes them
uncomfortable or upset.

◓ The game could be rescheduled to another
time when people are feeling less shaken.

◓ A group might find an “X-Card”
rule to be helpful, where a player or the
GM can ask that certain content be
retconned or skipped without
explanation. X-Card should be paired

with basic empathy actions like
checking in with the person’s
wellbeing when there’s an
appropriate time later.

◓ Problem players can be
asked to leave. This can be rough,

especially because many roleplaying
groups are also friend groups. But if

someone is making others
uncomfortable or acting
inappropriately, and do not
stop the behaviour when
talked to, they need to go. It
should go without saying
that if a player does
something awful enough,
that an auto-kick from the
group could be warranted.

All of these things can help
make the game table a more

open and hopefully safer
space for the participants of the
game.

https://mcpl.info/sites/default/files/images/consent-in-gaming-form-fillable-checklist-2019-09-13.pdf
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THE POKéMON SETTING

We All Live in a
Pokémon World

The Pokémon world is a place where humans
and Pokémon live in harmony and make their
way together. The Pokémon world is divided
into regions, and a Pokémon journey will
typically take place inside of one region.

In Pokeymanz, players and GMs may choose
to set their adventure within an established
region of the Pokémon world, or an original
region with its own original themes, locations,
and gameplay gimmicks.

Some general things to keep in mind about the
Pokémon world when designing for the
setting:

◓ A sense of optimism. The Pokémon world
is generally optimistic, and even the most
canonically edgy of material holds out
hope for a happy ending.

◓ Focus on harmony with nature. In the
Pokémon world, the natural balance and

coexistence between humans and
Pokémon is considered of sacred
importance. If things are out of balance, it’s
a sign that something is very wrong.

◓ Amazing technology. Tying in with the
above, the Pokémon world is slightly
further ahead than our own in regards to
technology. They have teleportation, can
hold physical matter in a digital space, and
can generate power in ways that doesn’t
damage the environment. While this isn’t
universal, and many places and people live
closer to nature, this means that it is wise to
think about the way technology might
interact with the way of life in any given
area.

◓ The Pokémon League. While not all
regions have a League proper, most areas
have strong trainers that act as community
leaders. In most media, this is the furthest
into the political structure of the setting that
the official material is willing to delve.
While there may be other factors at play,
whatever structure equates to the Pokémon
League in a region is bound to have
involvement in important events.

Your group doesn’t have to follow these
guidelines. But these are principles that might
help set the tone for a game that follows the
“original flavour” of the Pokémon world!

SETTING NOTES

A world very much unlike our
own.
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SCENARIO DESIGN

Lay the Foundation
You gotta crawl before you can setup sweep OU
and pick your checks and counters

Stories! They’re hard. They can take many
forms, and the question for every GM is how
to present players with a good narrative. Or at
least how to give stakes to a cool battle. Or at
least how to make an excuse to tape cool
battles together in a mildly cohesive format,
like in the games.

The crux of any story is the conflict - there is a
problem to solve. There is a lot of theory
behind storytelling as a whole (Dan Harmon’s
Story Circle is a good primer for the basics),
but for GMs, the idea is to take players
through:

◓ Setting up the conflict

◓ Giving the PCs a reason to care about it

◓ Dealing with the conflict

◓ Solving the conflict

The GM Tools section has a generator that
spits out plot starters for the uninspired, but
steps one and two are crucial to player
engagement, while steps three and four are the
meat of what will actually be happening
onscreen.

There are different formats that tabletop RPGs
tell stories in, generally differing in length, so
to give an example of how to apply these
principles in action, we’ll look at two
common game types.

Get ready to have seven tabs open minimum

SCENARIO DESIGN
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ONESHOTS (AND EPISODES)
Oneshots are so named because they happen
in “one shot”, or one or two sessions sitting
around the table. The idea of a oneshot is to
have a set of characters deal with one central
problem that is placed in front of them, with
the story being wrapped up after that conflict
is resolved. Pokeymanz calls oneshots
“Episodes”.

A good Episode would be: A group of trainers
that live in Cerulean City have to deal with an
infestation of Clefairy from the nearby Mt.
Moon. They need to go to Mt. Moon and deal
with Team Rocket’s Pokémon-repelling
device, intended to drive the rare Pokémon
out so they can easily be captured.

In the beginning of this episode, you would
generally have all of the PC trainers describe
where they are and what they’re doing when
the Clefairies start swarming the city, give
them a fast reason to be together, such as
already knowing each other or being in the
same place at the same time, and make the

problem affect each of them personally.

Mary, Shelley, Taupe, and Vlad all happen to
be near the Pokémon gym at Vlad’s flower
shop when the wave of Clefairy hit. Vlad’s
business is in trouble! Shelley, his childhood
friend, is eager to help him. Mary needs
flowers for her upcoming date, and Taupe,
who has been tailing Team Rocket for weeks
now, knows this stinks of their wrongdoing.

Note that part of the job of a player is to bring
a character who will be motivated to
participate. As GM, you should only need to
give them a nudge.

The party quickly rush out of the flower shop
and find the local Gym overwhelmed
managing the crisis. Misty, the Gym Leader,
sees that they’re ready to help and sends them
to investigate Mt. Moon, even though a Gym
trainer with her doubts their skills and asks to
be sent instead.

I know what you’re thinking and the font is called
“Bolt”. Go nuts making title cards

I was conditioned to
fear this creature
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ONESHOTS (AND EPISODES), CONTINUED
Note that this is only one of many ways the
players could be pointed towards Mt. Moon -
in fact, a simple Research check could tell
players that the Clefairies’ natural habitat is up
in the caves there, and a canny set of PCs may
just follow that lead on their own. This is
where situational preparation as opposed to
planning specific steps comes in handy - if the
PCs fail to talk to Misty, there are going to be
other ways that the source of the problem is
apparent.

There are one or two battles with disturbed
local Pokémon on the way to the top of Mt.
Moon, and a cave-in nearly traps the group in
the caves before they make it to the summit.

This is where the bulk of the GM’s preparation
and most of the session time will probably be
focused, with statted encounters. Be creative
and give players a variety of challenges. Even
the most combat-loving player will appreciate
the opportunity to hunt down their quarry
every once in a while.

At the summit, they find a former admin of
Team Rocket! A tough battle ensues with her
and her grunts. To make things worse, the
emitter they’re using to drive out the Pokémon
has been turned up, and the group’s Pokémon
are at a disadvantage until the machine is
taken care of!

A tough capstone encounter is a good way to
give a session a climax! For extra spiciness,
give it a foreshadowed twist - like, maybe:

After the fight with Team Rocket, a gym trainer
comes onto the scene and reveals that he had
defected to Team Rocket (gasp) and would
have gotten away with distracting Misty, too, if

it weren’t for you meddling kids. He tries one
last attack on them, putting the trainers in
mortal danger!

Luckily, they pull through, and go home to be
lauded as the heroes of the day.

After this point, it’s wise to put in a period
where the trainers can wrap up their
conflicts, such as Mary getting her date after
all, get a little roleplaying out of the way, and
generally wind down.

Episodes have a few strengths as a format.
They:

◓ Are a smaller time investment than a larger
game.

◓ Put more focus on the story concept than
on the characters, which benefits certain
types of story.

◓ Allow players to try out gimmicks and
aspects of a character that they would
otherwise need to commit to.

◓ Are easy for a GM to put together and
don’t require a ton of foreplanning.

◓ Are the building blocks of larger journeys.

What does that last one mean? Well…
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CAMPAIGNS (AND JOURNEYS)
There are a few ways to run a campaign,
known in Pokeymanz as a journey, but in the
spirit of the Pokémon series and its trappings,
the ideal way to run Pokeymanz is
episodically.

What this means is that there will be a steady
roster of characters who, on their journey,
encounter smaller stories much like episodes
that may or may not be connected to an
overarching narrative.

This is the format for which the character
creation rules are designed, with the idea that
over the course of events, trainers and
Pokémon will get stronger together.

An episodic journey should have the larger
pieces in mind - for instance, the
machinations of a nefarious Team, or the
effects of the awakening of a Legendary
Pokémon. There may even be a few different
things going on underneath that, which are
less important but still personally affect the
players, that stretch over the journey.

The idea is to take the same steps as the
Oneshot, namely -

◓ Setting up the conflict

◓ Giving the PCs a reason to care

◓ Dealing with the conflict

◓ Resolving the conflict

- but stretch it out over a number of episodes,
each of which goes through their own, smaller
iterations of those steps.

For instance, in the games Pokémon Black and

White, the overarching plot is that of Team
Plasma’s machinations and the mysterious N’s
role in things. But at the same time, the main
character is taking on gyms to reach the
Pokémon League and dealing with their
friends’ personal dilemmas and growth.

The individual conflicts of each episode, or
city or town, are handled and resolved one at
a time, while building towards that whole.
You can thwart Team Rocket’s SlowpokeTail-
dealing plan in Azalea, and make friends with
old man Kurt along the way, but what was it
they were trying to get all that money for...?

The same thing they do every game, Pinky
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CAMPAIGNS (AND JOURNEYS), CONTINUED
From a GM perspective, when planning an
episodic journey, look at these things when
devising each episode of the journey:

◓ What is the overarching plot I’m building
to? What is my main antagonist working
towards and what are they doing right
now?

◓ What are the characters going through?
Are there any conflicts that would
complement them well?

◓ What kind of story do I want to tell in the
Pokémon world?

◓ What’s a cool setpiece or challenge I can
give my players?

From there, build out stats and encounters like
you would for a oneshot, with the difference
being that at the end of the day, the trainers
move onto the next thing.

It’s recommended to plan only one or so
episodes ahead in more than barebones notes,
though it can be helpful to have dossiers on
important NPCs or background elements. This
style may not work for everyone, but planning
one leg ahead is generally the best way to
prevent GM burnout.

The journey format has many advantages. It:

◓ Allows for a much more complex and
deeper story than a oneshot.

◓ Makes the story much more character-
driven and gives players the opportunity to
roleplay deep character moments and
bonds.

◓ Allows players to feel growth in their
characters’ stats and power throughout the
run of the journey.

◓ Emulates the feel of most mainline
Pokémon media, giving players a chance
to capture and raise their Pokémon.

◓ Can be a good excuse to see a group of
friends and do something with them on the
regular!

Whichever format you choose to run,
hopefully this section has been helpful to you.

I WANT TO CLIMB THAT VOLCANO
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DOWNTIME (AND FILLER EPISODES)
Sometimes, players need a break from
nonstop action in order to take an emotional
breather or in order to work towards personal
goals. The concept of allowing the characters
the time to accomplish mundane and
interpersonal things outside of high stakes
situations or work towards background goals
is generally referred to as “downtime”.

In the context of the episodic journey, a good
way to give players some downtime is to have
a Filler Episode. In a Filler Episode, characters
get into a relatively trivial situation like
hanging out at a beach or just take some time

to regroup and talk. Players may also let the
GM know what they’re working on in the time
between episodes.

A GM might run a Filler Episode by asking
each player what they’re working towards
during the downtime and running smaller
scenes for each character individually, or plan
a more lighthearted-than-usual scenario to
allow the characters to unwind from the stress
of fighting Team Villain or whatever else is
going on. They might even do a mix of the
two! Preferences for the style of downtime
may vary by group. Try experimenting!
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WHEN TO HEAL?
As a GM, a pertinent question is “When do I
let players get to a Pokémon Centre?”

It’s a real one. Letting them walk back and
forth from town while grinding, while
serviceable in the games, doesn’t really jive
with a tabletop game.

In this department, it may be good to take a
page out of the anime’s book. Not every
region will have this feature, but many places
in the Pokémon world have vast stretches of
wilderness in between towns and cities where
wild Pokémon roam free. Cars exist, but
where there is travel infrastructure out there, it
tends to be public transportation like trains
and ferries, with minimal environmental
impact. That is to say, that most travel on foot
between places is likely to take days.

A GM has a choice, then, to make about the
tone of their game. If they would like to put
emphasis on the survivalism and trailblazing
aspects of Pokémon, then it’s good to space
out Pokémon Centres and other places of
healing and let the players play resource
management with their Pokémon as their
parties get worn down. This assumes a game
with time to spend multiple episodes on the
road, though, and a lot of groups might favour
a City -> Route -> City approach. Another
problem with this is that it necessitates either
ramping up the difficulty of encounters
significantly or making routes longer as the
trainers’ parties fill up to six.

And this is ignoring the possibility of the party
bringing their own healing Pokémon or a
trainer with skills in the healing arts!

As of this writing, the general advice is this: hit
players with a lot of challenge, or a lot of
challenges. Make battles costly, and choices
matter. And if the party is weary, and the
pressure is starting to detract from the fun, put
a Pokémon Centre or other opportunity to
heal in their path so they can regain their
bearings. Maybe even at a price - after all,
how many rural Pokémon Centres have Ash
and company bailed out of trouble?

You’ll need a Pokémon Centre after playing the TCG
with a Nurse Joy
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POKéMON WISHLISTS
Everyone has their favourite Pokémon, and if
they have bad taste, it’s probably not even
Galvantula. Whether because of out of
character preferences or a desire to chase a
theme for their trainer, most people who pick
up Pokeymanz will have at least one or two
Pokémon that they will want to be added to
their team during their Journey.

As a GM, this desire should be weighed
alongside everything else. Everyone gets one
for free - the Starter is entirely up to the player,
after all - and there is something to be said for
making the best out of what you get, but even
so, it can help both the GM and the player for
the GM to have a list of Pokémon that the
players want to see.

To this end, players should communicate -

ideally in the form of a wishlist given to the
GM - what Pokémon they would like to
capture. They may want to keep this updated
on their own sheet, if their sheet is in digital
format, or a written scrap of paper might serve
just as well in a traditional tabletop setting.

The GM doesn’t have to stick to a wishlist, but
during encounter prep, they can make an
effort to slide in a Pokémon that is on a
player’s wishlist. This has two benefits - for
one, obviously, it gives the players a chance
to catch the Pokémon they want.More subtly,
it reduces the burden of choice on GMs.
There are an awful lot of Pokémon, and GMs
that suffer from choice paralysis might find a
wishlist a welcome aid in narrowing down the
potential selections for an encounter’s roster.

Hard Mode: give your GM the QR code and make them play a peripheral game to find out
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ENCOUNTER DESIGN

Each Step you Climb
... is one more step up the ladder! (The ladder is
a session.)

Encounters are the basic building blocks of
player engagement in Pokeymanz. They are
challenges that trainers have to get their way
out of or resolve, one way or another. Episodes
will generally have several encounters one
after the other, broken up by roleplaying and
other scenes.

GMs are encouraged to give the players a
variety of different kinds of challenges, even
within combat! A lot of things can happen to
trainers and Pokémon on their journeys,
including getting lost in the forest, getting
trapped in caves, being overrun by stampedes

of wild, rampaging Pokémon, falling into pit
traps at inconvenient times, finding other
trainers who have lost their mojo in need of
encouragement… those are just the kinds of
things that happen to Ash Ketchum, so treat
encounters as a chance to get creative and
give players interesting problems to solve.

As a general guideline, try to design your
encounters so that each trainer will get to
contribute at least once to solve it.

If you stat it, the players will battle it. Or they’ll ignore it and fight something you didn’t stat instead one of the two

ENCOUNTER DESIGN
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My Super Cool Session That Will Make People Like Me. By: me
◓ Open up on them leaving town from last episode

◓ Let people banter a bit! :)

◓ The party gets lost in a misty forest! Oh noes!!!!!!

◓ (Encounter) The trainers have to figure out what direction they’re going in the mist!

◓ (Encounter) They’re ambushed by a colony of Noctowl and other nocturnal Pokémon!

◓ (Encounter) They meet a set of weird twins who play the “one tells a truth and the other lies”
game!

◓ After that, turns out it’s a Ghost Pokémon problem creating the mist!

◓ (Encounter) Face off with the Mismagius that’s keeping them in the forest to play!

As mentioned above, encounters are building blocks. Use them
as nodes to structure a larger story!

To give a better idea of scale, an episode would be “The party
gets lost in a cave”, whereas an individual encounter might be
“the group has to deal with a cave-in!”

Or, to give an example of how an episode might look in a
rough outline form:

BUILDING EPISODES

OUR BATTLE
WILL BE

LEGENDARY

As a general (spitballed, as of this writing) rule, encounters
shouldn’t be a slog and should be able to be cleared by one or
two Pokémon from each trainer. In a basic encounter, one or
two of the trainers’ Pokémon might come out to fight, or if it’s
purely an environmental or social challenge, one or two Moves
or trainer rolls from each party member should take care of
things.

More dire or important encounters, like tough trainer battles,
Gym battles, big Contests, or crossing dangerous terrain might
be more complicated and fraught. These should be saved for
episode capstones, or in some rarer cases, may be the entirety
of the encounters in a shorter episode, such as a Gym
challenge.
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OUTLINING ENCOUNTERS
So that’s what an encounter is meant to be.
But how do you make an interesting and
satisfying encounter? You don’t just want your
party to be able to conquer any given situation
with a flat roll, right?

A very easy way to make any kind of
encounter is to follow three steps:

1. Establish a problem.

2. Put something obvious in the way of
solving that problem.

3. Complicate the situation or establish a
twist.

For instance, let’s take a fairly common
situation: Wild Pokémon are attacking! Oh
no! Shouldn’t have stepped in the long grass,
should you have, punk?

We’ll build an encounter using the above
steps.

1. Wild Jigglypuff are attacking the party!

This is a problem. Nobody likes being slapped
around by a glorified Kirby clone, much less
more than one of them. The obvious solution
to this problem is to fight them or talk them
down, but that’s very straightforward, isn’t it?

2. In the air, the trainers hear the beginnings
of Perish Song! These Jigglypuffs know a
rare Move! There’s a timer on the battle,
now, before the trainers’ Pokémon (And
possibly even the trainers themselves) go
down!

Okay, so the trainers manage to beat the
Jigglypuff gang down. That was harrowing.

But, wait. The situation wasn’t all that it
seemed.

3. Having defeated the Jigglypuffs, the Perish
Song is still going. It turns out that it was
actually another Pokémon singing it - a
cruel and ruthless Boss Wigglytuff! With
only a round left on the timer, the trainers
must find a way to shut this Pokémon’s
song down and end its reign over the local
Pokémon.

Using this method, even a very standard setup
for an encounter has twists, turns, and
tension in it. Common ways to complicate or
twist a situation could be adverse weather,
hidden motivations, or unique utility of
Moves. Whatever it is, it should add tension
and possibly up the stakes.

The above steps should be useful even for
making entirely environmental or social
encounters! Mix it up!

Twist: They’re
all named

“Hungrybox”
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TENSION
As a GM, when designing encounters and
statting them out, you want to consider how
much pressure you’re putting on the players.
Tension is important - it sells emotional stakes
and conflict, and it’s a powerful tool in the
storyteller’s arsenal.

From a storytelling perspective, tension should
generally start low and build in steps towards
the finale. For most games, you’ll want some
moments for the PCs and players to feel “safe”
and able to breathe between major
encounters. This is important to allow them a
chance to process what has happened.

Different styles of story use tension to create
different feelings, though, and you should
consider this when putting down encounters
for your episode. For horror games, when you
want to give players a feeling of helplessness,
or if you want to build momentum towards a
finale, shorten or undermine these moments to
retain built tension. Other stories could use a
big, splashy encounter right at the beginning
to hook player interest and set a tone going
forward.

Another essential part of building tension is
stakes - you want something that matters to
the PCs (or the players) hanging in the
balance, with more important stakes creating
more tension.

More important battles and encounters should
be built towards, should have higher stakes,
and should put more pressure on the players
than in a typical encounter. In important
moments, feel free to pull the rug out from
player expectations, throw seemingly hopeless
odds at them, and make player choices
matter.

(Asking the question “are you sure?” during an
action that will have a big effect on the battle
is a good trick to put on pressure, as a side
note.)

If you are an inexperienced GM and want to
master this, it might help to note somewhere
in your notes how much tension you want
there to be at this point in the episode, and
keep an eye on it as you go.“So... This is bad, right?”
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THE COUNTDOWN

STATTING ENCOUNTERS

A great tool to make players sweat is the
countdown. While it’s recommended not to
use an actual timer, as player response to
being put under that much pressure can differ
a lot from the character’s supposed ability to
respond to a crisis, there is a way to give the
sense of impending doom.

Think of how many actions you think it might
take to solve an encounter, add one or two on
top, and then indicate to the players how
many actions until something terrible
happens. There should be some in-character
extension of the ticking clock, too - an
oncoming storm is an obvious time limit, as is
a literal timer.

Another way to use the countdown mechanic
is to give a very, very short countdown - two
actions is ideal - until an immediate danger
does something very bad. A trainer dangling
over a whirlpool losing their grip might have
moments to spare before falling, for instance.

You have two actions before the bidding on Ebay
closes on this limited edition merch, go

So you’ve got structure for your encounters,
but how will they work mechanically?

(Note: It is recommend that if you do not
already have a document where you keep
your notes, create one at this step. Try to keep
things centralized to one or two documents or

tabs as much as possible! Keeping organized
will minimize mental effort spent tracking
things down while actually running.)

First, create the idea for the encounter,
maybe with the steps in the outline section.
This is your outline, and now it’s time to fill it
out a little further.

For Pokémon battles, decide how many
Pokémon you think will be a challenge for
your players. A good rule is to remember that
each additional Pokémon adds a minute or
two to the turn order, so keep in mind the
balance between having lots of Pokémon to
fight and making combat drag. A good option
if you feel combat is typically too slow is to
have fewer, stronger Pokémon, and giving
them more actions a la the Boss Pokémon
mechanic.
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STATTING ENCOUNTERS, CONTINUED
Don’t bother with EXP calculations for enemy
Pokémon! Just throw on the numbers that feel
right. If a Pokémon should be consistently
good at a Move, give them a d8+. Don’t be
afraid to hit hard, especially when the players
have multiple Pokémon left.

For wild Pokémon battles, try and create a
group of Pokémon with a variety of Moves,
and see if any of them have Moves that would
complement or support each other and
incorporate them. If a certain Pokémon has a
fun gimmick, feel free to start with that and
build the surrounding Pokémon to support
that gimmick.

If you need to come up with an encounter on
the fly, open up a few related Pokémon’s wiki
pages and just pick Moves off of their
Movelist as you go. Try not to exceed four, but
it’s more important to make things interesting
than to stick to the rules!

For trainer battles, think about the theme of
the trainer and what their strategy might be in
battle. If nothing comes to mind on that front,
give them Pokémon that are thematically
linked or linked to the story (a fisherman with
all aquatic Pokémon, for instance), and just
have fun giving them Move combinations that
sound interesting. If they’ve had time to
prepare for the PCs, they might even have a
strategy to counter one of the PCs’ common
tricks!

For hazards and environmental challenges,
look to the hazard rules for mechanical
guidance. Particularly sticky hazards, like a
caved-in wall, should require a few successful
coordinated rolls or clearing up other dangers
first to get out of.

Put your stats in the appropriate place in your
notes so you can easily access them as you
run!

There’s always that one person who was fooling
around on their phone and didn’t think of what to do

before their turn came up
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QUICK GM TOOLS
A number of good folks have developed some
handy tools that can give a Pokeymanz GM a
headstart on building encounters.

Courtney’s Pokeymanz Encounter Generator
would be especially useful for a GM pressed
for time who doesn’t have a clear idea on
what Pokémon to send at their players! The
generator also includes generated Moves and
an ability for each Pokémon, along with
habitat filtering, which makes making
encounters on the fly much easier. Courtney
has also made a Trainer Generator that may
help in making NPCs.

In addition, the author of this game has
developed a randomizer for arena / area
features and a plot randomizer to jumpstart
ideas for encounters and plots; Courtney has
also developed a Gym Leader Generator with

ideas for their tactics and overall demeanour.

To stat out quick encounters, it might be
helpful to make a copy of the Character Sheet,
and then use it to stat up all of the Pokémon in
that encounter or the enemy trainer. For
multiple-battle episodes, it may be useful to
duplicate the main sheet’s tab and have all of
the battles in one document for easy access.

For easier initiative tracking, GMs can use a
web-based program such as this one, or
download an app on their mobile device like
this one. Empwleon has made a simple
Pokeymanz-specific tracker that includes
Arena Features that can be found here.

To get a quick visual for larger battles, a map
can be helpful. Owlbear Rodeo is a non-login
site that lets you slap a map together quickly.

GM TOOLS

https://generators.magicalgurll.com/index.html
https://generators.magicalgurll.com/tabletop/pokeymanzencounter.html
https://generators.magicalgurll.com/tabletop/pokeymanz.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Lpm3kz5VmodQ4ilBH-a-P1Mac03W815i4tmztEFCAnE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Lpm3kz5VmodQ4ilBH-a-P1Mac03W815i4tmztEFCAnE/edit?usp=sharing
https://generators.magicalgurll.com/fandom/pokemon/gymleader.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ze-xAcONrevbL3_vS36WY9dLdEy6YwSjbFUCBrbrX2A/edit?usp=sharing
https://dm.tools/tracker/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tsonnen.initiativetracker&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q_XLz5LdFYFcYrCHJJtpMaO7XOa_2_p_ENVehrGgHW4/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.owlbear.rodeo/
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SAMPLE EPISODE

Help, I Have No
Notes for Session!

Running an Episode or Journey can be
intimidating as a first-time GM, even with the
tools in the above sections. Sometimes even
an established GM would like a structure or
starter from which to run, too!

Or maybe you just didn’t have time to make
notes this week and you’re dying. You’re
dying, Squirtle.

In this episode, the party is hired by the local
Pokéfan club to investigate a local
archaeology dig on claims that their digging
has caused the strange occurrences around
the area. The adventure begins when the party
finds and saves the archaeologists, who tell
the party that they would leave if they could
find some artifacts that had been stolen…

Setting: This Episode starts in a small town
near some woods with a large river running
through them. GMs can call it Satpool Town
(and the surrounding area Satpool Woods), or
change the names of the various locations to
fit it into the geography of their existing region.

To remedy any or all of these situations, here
is a sample Episode to run for a group of
newbie to moderately experienced trainers,
authored by Schocar: A Noble Cause, a tale of
high miscommunication that can be run on its
own or easily slotted into an existing Journey.

It is recommended to read through the entire
module before running this Episode!

A NOBLE CAUSE

GMing? Here you
dropped this
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READING ENCOUNTERS

Anatomy of an Encounter Statblock: Joltik

The Pokémon’s Move list, the
dice step associated with
each Move, and its type

The Pokémon’s
typing

Arena Features, Hazards,
and misc. notes

A good boi. A
fine lad

Pokédex ID and name
of the Pokémon

The Pokémon’s
Toughness rating

The Pokémon’s Special Ability and
a suggested ruling for that Ability

TYPE : BUG/ELECTRIC#595 JOLTIK

STRING SHOT
ELECTRO BALL
GASTRO ACID
BUG BITE

d8
d6
d4
d6

BUG
ELECTRIC
POISON
BUG

Moves Type

Swarm: It calls in backup when cornered.
When down to one Wound, Bug-Type
Moves gain a +1 bonus.

4

Arena Features:
Arcade

Arena Hazards:
Gamers

This episode has numerous Pokémon battle
encounters, and thus has stats for each
encountered Pokémon. Below, there’s a
sample statblock to demonstrate the layout of
each encounter.

Each Pokémon has a Special Ability, Type(s),
four Moves, and a Toughness score. There
may be more than one of a statted Pokémon in
an encounter; it will be specified in the text
describing the encounter’s setup if this is the
case. There’s also a space for Features and
Hazards.

Remember, non-BossWild Pokémon have two
Wound boxes by default! “No Rei we can’t fight all of them at once. Horde

battles won’t be invented until - OH ARCEUS A PARAS”
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INTRODUCTION
Open on the party arriving in the mid-morning
at the Pokéfan club. Kids and adults alike
gather here to celebrate their love of Pokémon
and to work on projects involving them. Soon
after the party arrives and interacts with the
other members, Geoff will approach the
party.

Once their intention to help with the
archaeologists is confirmed, he will give a
rundown on the situation:

◓ A small group of archaeologists has begun
digging in a cave in the forest recently, and
has uncovered a lot of artifacts and
precious stones.

◓ Around the same time that the
archaeologists began digging things up
(about a week ago), the forest’s ecosystems
have been thrown into disarray. The
normally bustling woods have been almost
empty of Pokémon, and those that have
remained have been more aggressive than
usual.

◓ Within the past couple of days the nearby
river has been breaking its banks and
causing trouble for the Pokémon that live
on its edge.

◓ If pressed, Geoff will tell the group that the
fan club itself has tried convincing the
archaeologists to stop their dig before, but
hopes that a third party asking them will
be more convincing.

Once the party understands the situation,
Geoff will give them instructions on how to
reach the cave where the archaeologists have

been digging and send them on their way with
haste! He lets them know they can return to
the Club once the job is done to get rewards.

The trek through the forest should display
some of the problems Geoff mentioned.
Luckily, it’s a short jaunt to the cave where the
archaeologists are working. Before the party
enters the cave, though, they can hear sounds
of conflict coming from inside, with multiple
voices yelling and lots of crashing and
banging.

Pokéfan Geoff
He/Him. Head of the local Pokéfan club and
avid Pokémon cosplayer. Loves the unique
ecosystems in the woods around the area,
and is genuinely worried about the wellbeing
of the Pokémon in the area given how odd
they’ve been acting lately. Should be played
with complete earnestness, never doubting
his conviction that the archaeologists are to
blame for everything.
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ENCOUNTER: STOP THE CAVE POKéMON!
Just looking into the cave reveals the situation:
The archaeologists are being assaulted by a
small group of very agitated Pokémon. If the
party looks closely at the scene, they can
deduce that the Pokémon aren’t hurting
anyone, and are mostly just trashing their
camp and causing property damage. Terra,
who until now has been trying to convince her
Kabuto to battle the wild Pokémon, will ask
the party to help them.

Include a mixture of the following Pokémon
equal to the number of players in your
campaign. It’s also a good chance to look at
your players’ wishlists and put any cave
Pokémon they want in here!

A note to GMs: if the wild Pokémon are
rolling particularly terribly, don’t be afraid to
kick up the dice values shown here or quietly
“fudge” or adjust rolls to make things more
interesting.

Arena Features:
Fragile Valuables, Rocky Terrain

Archaeologist Terra
She/Her. Leader for the archaeologists
excavating the ruins cave, and good friends
with Kayla. Has a Kabuto, which she dotes on.
Just wants her stuff back, and is willing to even
work with the party sent by the Pokéfan club to
achieve that. Should be played rather deadpan
and straight to the point, but not emotionless. If
the party shows an interest in her work, she
gets just as energetic as Geoff.

TYPE : ROCK/FAIRY#703 CARBINK

SMACKDOWN
MOONBLAST
TACKLE
POWER GEM

d6
d6
d4
d8

ROCK
FAIRY
NORMAL
ROCK

Moves Type

Sturdy: This Pokémon can refuse to take an
additional Wound from a Critical Hit once a battle.

4

TYPE : NORMAL#293 WHISMUR

SCREECH
ECHOED VOICE
SUPERSONIC
ASTONISH

d6
d6
d8
d6

NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
GHOST

Moves Type

Rattled: Dark-, Ghost-, and Bug-type
moves scare it when hit; its next attack
has priority.

4
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THE BRANCHING PATH
Once the problem Pokémons’ rampage is
dealt with one way or another, Terra will
thank the party for their help and ask what
brought them to the cave. If the party brings up
the Pokéfan club, Terra will immediately get
defensive and start bad-mouthing the club as
“nosy busybodies”. Her side of the story is:

◓ The archaeologists found this cave with
valuable artifacts inside of it and went
through all the legal channels to start
digging here. They even got a Pokémon
Ranger, Kayla, to help them make sure they
didn’t disturb any Pokémon.

◓ About a week ago, they found a King’s
Rock, along with a stash of evolutionary
stones. Then, about five days ago, every
pointy stone they had found was stolen,
including the King’s Rock.

◓ The culprit left tracks behind, in the shape
of a cylinder with small protrusions from it.
Terra thinks it’s the tail of one of Geoff’s
Kangaskhan cosplays.

◓ Then, two days ago, all of the evolution
stones were stolen from the camp.

◓ The tracks left this time looked like small
ovals. Terra thinks the size means that the
club employed children, those dastards!

◓ If pressed, Terra will admit that their
only “guard” was her cowardly Kabuto.

◓Last night, Kayla decided she would go
after the thieves, and hasn’t reported back
since. Terra is worried for her, since the
Pokémon have been more aggressive
lately.

◓ Today was the first time the archaeologists
had been actively attacked by Pokémon,
though. Probably because Kayla wasn’t
here.

Terra says that their dig is mostly done
anyways, and that if the party finds the thief
and Kayla, they’ll leave. Their best lead,
besides the footprints, is that Kayla said she’d
follow the stone thieves’ footprints. She can’t
remember if she went downstream or
upstream, though. The river swelling has
washed away the footprints, too. The trainers’
best bet is to pick a direction and walk!

Ranger Kayla
She/Her. A rookie Pokémon Ranger who
‘assigned’ herself to the archaeologist team to
help her friend Terra. Her partner Pokémon is a
Combusken. When the players encounter her
she should be panicked, since her mission is in
jeopardy. She won’t hurt Pokémon, but is fully
willing to help the party with what they ask
(especially if they have a Ranger among them).
Also works as an easy source of knowledge of
the area/items/etc. if the players need any extra
help, treat her as though she has Always
Prepared.
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ENCOUNTER: UPSTREAM SLOWPOKES!
As the party travels upstream, nothing
noticeably changes. It will take some work
(maybe a Research roll) before they find
multiple tracks in the mud near the river that
match the description of the tracks Terra told
them about earlier. Following these leads the
party to a Slowbro, sitting at the edge of the
river, tail in the water, who ignores the party at
first. Soon, it should become apparent that the
area is swarming with Slowpokes and
Slowbros. Roleplaying these Pokémon is
easy: They are very dumb, and are very slow
to react to nearly anything.

Let the players look around and “chat” with
the Slowpokes for a bit before they begin to
congregate at the river’s edge. Being led by
two Slowbros, they start to Rain Dance in
unison, bringing harsh rain to the river, and

threatening to break its banks. If the trainers
don’t stop this, everyone in the area will be
washed downstream!

The trainers have about three rounds before
being swept downstream. If the trainers fight
their way through this one, three Slowpokes
will protect the two Slowbros. If they are
swept away, transition appropriately to the
climax.

TYPE : WATER/PSYCHIC#079 SLOWPOKE

SURF
HEADBUTT
WATER GUN
AMNESIA

d6
d4
d8
d6

WATER
NORMAL
WATER
PSYCHIC

Moves TypeOblivious: It’s not
picking up what you’re
putting down. the
Pokémon is immune
to Infatuation.

Professor Birch look out TYPE : WATER/PSYCHIC#080 SLOWBRO

SURF
RAIN DANCE
DISABLE
AMNESIA

d6
d10
d6
d6

WATER
WATER
NORMAL
PSYCHIC

Moves Type

Own Tempo: It’s moving at its own
pace. The Pokémon’s Initiative
order cannot be changed.

Arena Features:
Heavy Rain

Arena Hazards:
Rapids

4

4
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SLOWPOKE ENCOUNTER AFTERMATH

Slowpoke Bumpy
He/Him. A shiny Slowpoke named for the
noticeable large bump on his head.
Wants to become a Slowking to lead his
clan of Slowpokes. Shows slightly higher
intelligence than your average Slowpoke,
even before evolution, and has a dogged
determination set for everything he
does. Solves problems with brute force.

Once the dance has been stopped, the party
will be approached by Bumpy the shiny
Slowpoke, who seems frustrated at the party
and his fellow Pokémon for stopping the
dance. Being smarter than the other
Slowpokes, though, the party is able to get
through to him. There is a pit full of the stolen
pointy rocks (including the King’s Rock),
which Bumpy will show the party, and then
put on the King’s Rock. With no Shellder,
though, he can’t evolve into a Slowking. The
Slowpokes can also try to convey that there is
a blockage in the river to the Shellders, which
they hoped to destroy with the flood.

Once the party understands the situation or
starts to head downstream or both, they will
meet a fraught Kayla along the way, with no
stylus, who tells the party that an enraged
group of Poliwags, Whirls, and Wraths are
marching towards them to grab the King’s
Rock. Head to the climax.

Bad news everyone, the victory selfie session is
CANCELLED
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ENCOUNTER: DOWNSTREAM POLIWHIRLS!
As the party heads downstream, after a time,
they hear a girl yelling in the distance. It’s
pretty easy to make out that she’s arguing with
someone who took something from her. That
girl is Kayla, the Pokémon Ranger who was
helping the archaeologists with their dig.

Her assailants are a group of two Poliwags and
two Poliwhirls, one of which is Rocky. The
reason that she hasn’t reported back to camp
is obvious, as the Poliwhirls have stolen and
broken her Ranger Stylus; it’s being tossed
between the Pokémon. She’ll ask for their
help dealing with the Poliwhirls. If asked
she’ll explain that she followed the footprints
downstream and ended up going in circles
until this group jumped her. Her Combusken
won’t be much help because of its typing.

The Poliwhirls also split off to play with the

party. They’ll try to grab anything that isn’t tied
down, as harmless nuisances. Their leader,
Rocky, is the one the players have to appeal to
if they want this to stop. As soon as anyone
starts to fight, though, the Poliwhirls will
freeze, then jump into the river and swim
away, still holding any items they stole. Kayla
needs her stylus back!

A note: This does not need to be a battle
encounter, though party can certainly
approach it that way. The party could end the
encounter by successfully swaying Rocky or
simply stealing the items back somehow. Ask
their approach before going to initiative; if
they opt to go without a straight fight, just put
their efforts on a countdown (5 rolls should
do) before the miscreants get away with their
things and they’re forced to deal with Rocky
one way or another.

Arena Features:
Rapids, Marshy Ground

TYPE : WATER#061 POLIWHIRL

MUD SHOT
RAIN DANCE
WATER GUN
HYPNOSIS

d6
d6
d6
d4

GROUND
WATER
WATER
PSYCHIC

Moves Type

Water Absorb: It heals
a Wound when hit with
Water-type moves.

4

TYPE : WATER(BOSS) ROCKY

HYDRO PUMP
DOUBLE EDGE
WATER PULSE
SWAGGER

d10
d6
d6
d6

WATER
NORMAL
WATER
NORMAL

Moves Type

Swift Swim: When rainy,
The Pokémon’s Initiative roll gets +2.

5

TYPE : WATER#060 POLIWAG

BUBBLE BEAM
HYPNOSIS
EARTH POWER
BELLY DRUM

d6
d6
d4
d6

WATER
PSYCHIC
GROUND
NORMAL

Moves Type

Damp: Prevents the use of explosive
moves by dampening its
surroundings. 4
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POLIWHIRL ENCOUNTER AFTERMATH
The Pokémon are much more cooperative
after being chased down. They’ll hand back
anything they stole, and take the party further
downstream, to the dam which the Poliwhirls
have built.

The dam is rather large, the result of around
two days’ work. It’s also definitely the reason
why the river has been breaking its banks
lately. There are lots of Poliwhirls and even a
few Poliwraths working on it, including any
‘mons that escaped the earlier chase. The
guide ‘mon will lead the party beyond the
dam where a Politoed has built a small shelter
in a bundle of trees. Rocky is here too, if he
escaped. After a quick talk between the
Pokémon, the Politoed will convey to the
party via drawings his side of the story: Rocky
needs the King’s Rock to evolve into a
Politoed and lead the clan, but the Slowpokes
won’t hand it over. So, they built the dam to
block the Slowpokes from reaching the sea
and the shellders, and stole the evolution
stones to evolve into Poliwraths. They would
love to tear down the dam if the Slowpokes
gave them the Rock.

Once the party has an understanding of the
situation or enough time has passed, the
ground starts to rumble a little bit, and the
sound of rushing water slowly grows louder,
accompanied by the unmistakable sound of
Slooooowpoooooke.

Poliwhirl Rocky
He/Him: Shiny Poliwhirl named for the small
stone he took to wearing on his head. Next
in line to become a Politoed and lead the
clan of Polis. Mischievous and on the rude
side, Rocky only really shows deference to
the current Politoed leader. Prefers to run
away or let others handle fights for him
instead of getting into conflict himself.

This image but with Polis.
Use your

~imaaaaaagination~
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CLIMAX ENCOUNTER: FACE-OFF!

TYPE : WATER/FIGHTING#062 POLIWRATH

SUBMISSION
EARTH POWER
CIRCLE THROW
WATER GUN

d10
d4
d6
d8

FIGHTING
GROUND
FIGHTING
WATER

Moves Type

Water Absorb: It heals a Wound when hit
with Water-type moves.

4

TYPE : WATER/PSYCHIC(BOSS) BUMPY

HEAL PULSE
SURF
YAWN
ZEN HEADBUTT

d4
d8
d6
d8

PSYCHIC
WATER
NORMAL
PSYCHIC

Moves Type

Regenerator: Restores a
Wound when withdrawn
from battle.

5

If the party went to the Slowpokes, the
poliwhirls are making a break for the King’s
Rock, which the Slowpokes stand firmly in the
way of.

If the party went to the Poliwhirls, the
slowpokes crash through the dam, and the
Poliwhirls stand a last defense to keep the
Slowpokes from getting to the sea.

Either way, the two sides are standing face to
face, with the party the only thing that can
stop this from becoming an all out brawl.
Kayla will say she has an idea, and tell the

players to keep the two clans occupied while
she catches a Shellder. She runs off, and now
it’s time for the trainers to try and calm the
Pokémon down.

If they fail at or decide not to talk the
Pokémon down, a brawl starts. If the party
managed to solve their river encounter, that
side’s Pokémon won’t attack them.

Ready to battle are one Slowpoke, one
Slowbro, one Poliwhirl, one Poliwrath,
Bumpy, and Rocky. Refer to the stats on the
previous pages for the first three and Rocky.

Arena Hazards:
Flooding River

Arena Features:
Crowded, Loud
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CONCLUSION & REWARDS
Whoever ends up with the Rock (and the
Shellder, once Kayla returns rather quickly),
will put it on and wait to evolve… but nothing
will happen. Chaos will quickly break out as
both clans of Pokémon begin to panic. Smart
trainers will know you have to trade a King’s
Rock in order to evolve with it. The solution is
friendship, in the end. Aw. Both Bumpy and
Rocky will be pretty open to suggestions now,
since their plans didn’t work.

Once the evolutions have happened, the day
is saved. Together the clans will tear down the
dam, and both will go on their way organizing
themselves after the harrowing week they’ve
had. Kayla will say she should check in with
the archaeologists first, and offers the party to
follow. Bumpy and Rocky will give the party a
last farewell.

Terra, and the archaeologists in general, are
extremely glad to see Kayla return safely. The
party can explain what happened, and Terra
will affirm her promise to stop the dig now

that everything is solved. She also says to send
her apologies to the Pokéfan club, though
she’s reluctant to admit she was wrong in
thinking they were the thieves.

Upon returning to the Pokéfan club, it’s
beginning to shut down its operations for the
day. Geoff is still there, though, and glad to
see the party. He’s reluctant to accept the
apology, but harbors no ill will. He guesses.
He’ll quickly give his rewards to the party,
and invite them to have a few Pokémon-
themed cupcakes as well.

For Rewards, Try...
3 Pokémon EXP, and an evolution stone or a
King’s Rock to evolve a Pokémon in the
party. If running Item Rules, give 2 Money.

Egg Rules: If a trainer happens to want an
egg, the Pokéfan Club is full of them! The
Archaeologists could have a spare fossil if
the party earns their trust, too.

Another adventure over, and many yet on the horizon... So can I have my loot yet?
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GM TIPS

TIMELINE

If you’re running this with a fresh group that
only has their starters, it’s advisable to allow
them to heal up newly captured Pokémon so
they can use them in the upcoming
encounters.

If you have a group that likes to completely
ignore plot points, employ the “invisible rails”
technique and make sure that the overarching
issue finds them no matter where they go - for
instance, if the group fails to follow a lead to a
certain camp, have that camp or a caravan
with the dig’s materials pop up in the direction
they happened to be heading anyway - or look

at player Edges or Hindrances to find a way to
nudge them in the right direction without
putting down a hard wall on their progress.

This Episode is designed with a branching
path, but there are logical connections
between all the locations. If players do
something outside of the box, think about
how it would affect the various pieces of the
puzzle, and don’t be afraid to add in
interesting consequences or Arena Features
down the line if they, for instance, dump a
Sludge Bomb in the water while battling
upstream.

For the sake of clarity, here is a timeline of
events that happen before the players arrived
on the scene.

1 Month Ago: A small group of archaeologists
set up camp in a cave in the woods.

1 Week Ago: The archaeologists find old ruins
in the cave, along with a King’s Rock and
plenty of evolution stones. Strange events
begin here.

6 Days Ago: The local Slowpokes/bros steal
the King’s Rock.

2 Days Ago: The local Poliwags/Whirls steal
the evolution stones and construct a makeshift
dam to stop the Slowpokes from getting
downstream to the Shellder population.

Last Night: Kayla leaves the archaeologist
camp to find the thieves.

I couldn’t find a credit for this card if you
made it please contact me so I can shake

your hand

https://www.mypokecard.com/en/Gallery/Pokemon-celebi-9999999-1
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CHEAT SHEET

Exploding
Dice
Any die that rolls its
maximum value is
rolled again and
added to the total,
infinitely.

Initiative
Initiative is rolled using only a trainer’s
Tactics die, or a d6 for wild Pokémon.

At the Top of the Round, ask for players
to write down and hide held actions to
be triggered during the round.

Rolling Together

Dice Steps

For steps above d12 or below d4, add or subtract
one per step.

Trainers and Pokémon roll
their Trainer Dice / Moves
together and keep highest.

If there is no good Move,
the Pokémon gives a d6
moral support die, but no
Move effect.

Success
Thresholds
4 is a Hit! 10 is a Critical Hit!

On an opposed roll, roll at
least one more to win! 6
over the opponent’s number
is a Critical Hit!

Capture
Pokémon can be captured
without fail at the end of an
Encounter unless GM says no.

Befriended Pokémon can buy
Mastery with EXP right away.

Status Effects
Status Effects can be freeform, but see pg. 55
for examples. Common statuses:
Paralyz: Can’t take Movement Actions
Poison: Reduce Toughness 1 / Round
Burn: Take Wound Penalties like a Trainer
Confusion: Lose Trainer die

EXP Costs
• Buy up Moves by one die step (d4-d8): 1 EXP

• Buy up Moves by one die step (d10-d12): 2 EXP

• Buy up Toughness by 1, Max 8: 2 EXP

• Buy up Mastery, even mid-session: 2 EXP

Wild Pokémon have 2 Wound Boxes.

Boss Pokémon roll a Wild Die like a
Trainer Die at d6, have more Wounds,
and extra turns in initiative.

~1 Pokémon EXP per Encounter.

GM Quicktips
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TRAINER

VtckpgtʼuEcnnkpi

HktuvKo r tguukqpu

VCEVKEU TGUGCTEJ
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Wounds
JGCTVHKVPGUU

TOUGH

XPBanked

Backpack
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Use to mark Edges and to mark Minor / Major Hindrances.
You can also fill in the space to the left of the circle to color-code them.
Use the extra-large Edge / Hindrance box to list a Major Code of Conduct!

When building your Pokémon, mark moves that have free dice step upgrades. (i.e )
Black out Mastery boxes that you haven’t bought up to yet.
Write your Pokémon’s name on the back of the card too! (Use the corner symbols to check.)
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Use to mark Edges and to mark Minor / Major Hindrances.
You can also fill in the space to the left of the circle to color-code them.

Mark moves that have free dice step upgrades. (i.e. )
Black out Potential boxes that you haven’t bought up to yet.

Shaken

Roll Acuity + d6
Fail Only Move
Hit Move, clears
Crit Clears, act

Potential

Potential

Tough.

Move 1

Move 2

Move 3

Move 4

Move 5

Move 6

Pokémon EXP

Total

Pot. to auto-Crit



DELUSIONIST

CD
CHRONIC

Countless Pokémon. All of you.
What’s a trainer to do? Pick up the Unofficial
Tabletop RPG and grab some friends! It’s an
incomplete and honestly kind of vague
guide to emulating that thing you saw Ash
Ketchum do that one time, and it will help
you be the very best - the very best at
whatever you’ve wanted to do in the
Pokémon universe!

• TIPS on how to make characters worse
• A DISCORD where barely anyone knows
what they’re doing either

• NO STATS on any Pokémon (Except once)

• A TYPE CHART I worked
really hard on

AND
Your cool
OCs!

https://twitter.com/cdelusionist
https://discord.gg/Zv52D9NYNt
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